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INTRODUCTION
In May 2010, the West Kentucky Workforce Investment Board and the Pennyrile Area Development
District began a workforce and economic development strategic planning process. The team of
Avalanche Consulting and the Council for Adult and Experiential Learning (CAEL) led a study of the
nine‐county region’s economy and future potential. The findings culminated in a series of strategies
aimed at creating a targeted and collaborative approach to economic growth. Those
recommendations are presented in this report, the Pennyrile Future Economic Development Strategy,
which is the final phase of the planning process.
Over the course of the Strategy, the consulting team received input from more than 200 Pennyrile
area leaders and citizens. A Steering Committee comprised of 40 industry, public sector, nonprofit,
and economic development leaders provided guidance and input throughout the project. Through
the course of the study, the consulting team traveled to the region on four occasions to tour the
counties, meet with local representatives, and share findings with the Steering Committee. A fifth
visit is being planned during which the team will present the Strategy at a regional roll‐out event.
This Strategy represents a comprehensive and unified effort to supercharge the region’s economy
over the next five years and beyond. It calls for heighted concentration of efforts and a holistic focus
on a handful of target industries that will maximize the Pennyrile’s economic development. As a
result, the region will emerge as a sought‐after location for its target industries, a place that invests
in and retains talent, and a destination for new and existing businesses.
Context
Today’s economy is in a very different place than it was five years ago. A shift has taken place that
will have long‐range implications for economic development. Communities must be willing to
expand their focus beyond job creation. In years to come, success will be measured in other terms ‐
quality not quantity of jobs, the portion of wealth generated by local companies retained in the local
economy, the ability to grow and recruit independent companies in emerging fields, and the
development of a workforce with skills that align with local businesses’ needs. Communities that
continue to focus economic development on traditional large company recruitment will find it
increasingly difficult, while places that remain authentic to their character, building on core
strengths in new and innovative ways will advance.
In this spirit, we call on the Pennyrile region to grow from its agrarian roots. As it has throughout the
region’s past, agriculture will continue to be one foundation for economic growth. A theme that
runs throughout this Strategy is that economic development will draw from richness of the region’s
land and farming culture. In addition to crop production and food manufacturing, facets of
agriculture are blended into the Pennyrile’s other four target industries. The Pennyrile region will
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become a leader in the production of next generation energy from biomass and coal. It will become
a nexus of distribution of products from Southern farms to consumers in the North. Component
manufacturers will emerge in the region that further advance the technologies behind farming,
energy and transportation. Agritourism will be a
mainstay of the region’s tourism campaign, and it will
evolve into a national destination. Whether for a day trip
“Our county is important but we are only
or a week‐long vacation, visitors can experience nature
one part of a whole regional approach.”
– Pennyrile Future interviewee
through outdoor adventures, farm stays, sampling locally
grown produce, and hopping from one scenic town to the
next shopping for treasures.
This Strategy recommends taking Pennyrile region’s economic development initiative to an entirely
different level. The region must take action if its economy is to grow. Status quo is not an option.
To do so will require trust and collaboration by every regional player. The business community will
need to take a leading role. The region must
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activities across the region.
In the five months leading up to this Strategy, the consulting team facilitated an in‐depth evaluation
of the Pennyrile region. The graphic above illustrates the steps of the process. Six extensive,
analytical reports have been delivered to the WKWIB and the PADD to date: an Economic Brief and
50‐page chart book, a Sector Analysis, a Workforce Conditions evaluation, Target Selection report,
Target Industry Profiles report, and an Education Infrastructure assessment. The recommendations
in this Strategy are based on the findings of these reports, which together make up the most detailed
examination of the region available.
The Pennyrile region consists of nine counties located in the western area of Kentucky: Caldwell,
Christian, Crittenden, Hopkins, Livingston, Lyon, Muhlenberg, Todd and Trigg. Since a significant part
of the region’s economy is linked to the Clarksville‐Hopkinsville metro, some of the analysis that
contributed to this Strategy also includes Montgomery County, TN.
Additional information about the process, consulting team, and the region can be found at:
www.PennyrileFuture.com.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
From prior research reports, we can describe the region’s current position in the following terms:
•

The Pennyrile, KY economy is shifting away from manufacturing. This sector has lost 37% of
its job base in the past five years. Strong growth in the military, coal mining, and health care
have offset these losses.

•

The self‐employment economy is booming in the region. Nearly 20,000 workers are self‐
employed, about 10% of the total labor force. The self‐employment economy is growing
three times faster than the overall private sector economy.

•

High growth is occurring in sectors that still have small footprints in the economy but are
important foundations for long‐term success: professional services, software, engineering,
finance, and research.

•

The outlook remains bright for the region's large traditional sectors in agriculture, food
manufacturing, and warehousing.

•

A community questionnaire conducted earlier in this process revealed that improving the
region’s talent pipeline is top of mind for residents. “Education” received the highest
number of responses to the question “What, if anything, is holding back the region?”
Statistics show that the region's educational attainment is still below the U.S. average, and
that many young workers leave the region to find learning and employment opportunities.

Tenets of Economic Development for the Pennyrile Region
The recent recession and continued job losses means that the U.S. economy is in a state of flux.
When the economy emerges on its new trajectory, economic development will forever be changed.
Traditional staples will shift, and new paradigms will rule the game:
•

Traditional manufacturing will no longer sustain economies in the U.S. Manufacturing is
not keeping pace and cannot be relied upon to serve as a region’s largest job engine.
Competition for new manufacturing jobs will be fierce and expensive (in terms of incentives).
Economic developers must think differently about how they target this sector and must focus
attention on retaining and helping their current manufacturing employers.

•

Smaller scale, highly targeted projects are the name of the game. Economic developers
should focus attention on smaller, independently owned companies. As individual
businesses, they may not be large job creators, but they are nimble and will attract additional
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investment into their communities.
•

Assist existing businesses with growth. Business retention activities should encompass
much more than the traditional annual visit and a survey about their needs. Companies
today need hands‐on assistance. Economic developers should help connect local enterprises
to suppliers and customers. Match them with affordable space to expand into rather than
expecting them to build from scratch (communities are at high risk of losing companies if
their only option is greenfield construction). Ensure that they have access to the same level
of incentives as recruitment prospects do.

•

Build structural support for entrepreneurship. Business recruitment and local company
expansion are two of three legs of a balanced economic development program.
Entrepreneurship should be given equal attention. Communities that invest in support for
local startups will be markedly more successful than communities that do not.

•

Keep wealth at home by providing primary employers a full spectrum of local professional
services. Communities with an incomplete portfolio of professional service firms (e.g.,
accounting, marketing, legal, architecture, and engineering) lose millions of dollars each year
that could be captured and circulating in the local economy. For these communities, growing
professional service firms should be a focus of entrepreneurship initiatives.

•

Stay true to your roots. Consider the traditional roots of a community’s economy and
identify innovative ways to help those businesses transition into the next generation. Innate
strengths can serve as a theme behind a region’s brand identity and platform for future
target industries.

•

Aim high and think differently. Rocky economic conditions give communities an opportunity
to reevaluate their economic development approaches and set new long‐term goals. The
sense of uncertainty often brings together entities that may not otherwise work together
into a collaborative problem‐solving mindset. It is an ideal time for “community ventures,” a
concept that this Strategy encourages for the Pennyrile region. For example, what will be
the next great community venture to follow the successful Commonwealth Agri‐Energy
Ethanol Plant? The region should feel confident that it can do it again. Go for it!

What Will the Pennyrile Region Look Like in 10 Years?
What do thriving communities do right? How can the Pennyrile region model itself after the most
successful places? Truthfully, most communities are struggling right now. The smartest regions are
engaging in, as is the WKWIB and PADD, a serious evaluation of their position and a contrast against
economic realities. The ones that are not planning ahead will undoubtedly fall behind.
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This Strategy contains a realistic vision for the Pennyrile region. But it cannot be achieved without
hard work. The region must shift its thinking and embrace the tenets described above. It must work
together to implement this Strategy. If it does, the following will describe the region ten years from
today:
•

The Pennyrile region will have a latticework of career pathways that bridge the chasm
between low‐skilled laborers and high paying, skilled jobs. Gaps in the talent pipeline will be
completely filled at every level with top‐notch educational programs.

•

Entrepreneurship will flourish, and all residents interested in starting a business will have a
clear pathway from idea to inception and operation. There will be support infrastructure and
a strong network in place that sparks local business growth.

•

Business will thrive in the Pennyrile region, and it will be known as a national destination for
its target industries. A foundation of professional services will emerge that provide the
business brains that complement the production brawn

•

Community ventures will become part of the Pennyrile culture. Opportunities will be
quickly identified and strong partnerships among local organizations will vet and invest in
ideas.

•

Regionalism will result in a clear marketing voice and sophisticated, unified presence. The
region will be top of mind among target industry executives and prospect activity will soar.
Local companies will feel confident that all community players are working together in their
best interest and will choose to continue to invest in the region.

Musts for Economic Development Success
For the above vision to become a reality, this Strategy calls on the Pennyrile region to shift its
approach to economic development. To do so, the region must:
•

Think and act as a region. Think beyond town and county boundaries.

•

Adopt a single set of economic development targets and align workforce development
activities around the needs of those businesses.

•

Anticipate and adapt to global trends.

•

Bridge the talent pipeline with new and enhanced educational assets.
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•

Build entrepreneurship infrastructure.

•

Increase participation of the business community in economic development.

•

Improve marketing tools.

Strategic Goals
The objectives, strategies and tactics of this plan fall within five core regional Goals. Goals were
developed as a response to the region’s current position, the tenets of successful economic
development, and “musts” for the Pennyrile region as summarized in the previous pages. They
support the region’s vision for economic development that will transpire and transform the region
over the next five to ten years. They are:
GOAL 1: Advance the Pennyrile region’s talent pipeline.
Goal 1 of this Strategy focuses on enhancing the region’s educational and workforce development
resources, and to align training with target industry needs. It complements the findings of the
Educational Infrastructure Supply Analysis report and reflects the contents of the Workforce
Development Strategy report.
GOAL 2: Build the Pennyrile region’s entrepreneurship infrastructure.
Goal 2 explores the creation of a region‐wide entrepreneurship initiative that puts into place
networks and assets that will foster the creation of new homegrown companies. Entrepreneurship is
a critical contributor to economic development, and as the Economic Brief and Sector Analysis
reports show, is currently lacking in the Pennyrile region.
GOAL 3: Promote growth of the Pennyrile region’s target industries.
Goal 3 provides recommendations aimed at improving the region’s business climate for its target
industries and for business in general. The section begins with suggestions for an organizational
format that will encourage the participation of private industry in economic development. It is
followed with an explanation of catalyst projects for each target industry. An in‐depth review of
each Pennyrile target industry is provided in the Target Selection and Target Profiles reports.
GOAL 4: Engage in marketing activities that promote the region as a destination for business.
The Strategy concludes with a series of recommendations related to economic development
marketing. Awareness building is an important objective for the region, counties and cities.
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Marketing the Pennyrile region begins with strengthening internal collaboration. Goal 4 describes
which marketing tools will most effectively communicate that the Pennyrile region is open for
business.

Priority Projects
Although all of the recommendations provided in this plan will benefit the region’s long‐term
economic development, a few key strategies rise to the surface as priorities:
•

Expand 4‐year degree options. The region is home to the main campus of Austin Peay State
University and satellite campuses of Murray State University (MSU). Austin Peay, however, is
outside of the region’s main population center and Murray State’s offerings delivered within
the region are far more limited than those delivered outside of the region at the main
campus in Murray. In addition, of the majors regularly offered at the satellite campuses only
Business Administration is aligned with the target sectors. While education, social work and
nursing remain critical disciplines, the recommended economic development sectors must
also be represented at the baccalaureate level of the continuum within the region’s
population center both to address higher level skills needs and to validate the importance of
those sectors among current and prospective students.

•

Build the region’s entrepreneurship infrastructure. This recommendation is a cornerstone
of this Strategy. Most regions have several organizations, informal groups, or incubators to
help entrepreneurs connect with one another, conduct market research, identify partners
and service providers, and connect with potential funders. The Pennyrile region has no
organization and efforts to connect entrepreneurs at events are infrequent.
A lead entrepreneurial organization for the region should provide a variety of services or
catalysts in areas important to today’s entrepreneurs:
9
9
9
9
9

Networking services/activities
Professional education
Technical assistance / acceleration services
Mentoring
Funding assistance

We are not recommending investment in a physical incubator but virtual networks of
support. The entrepreneurship initiative can be led entirely by private sector volunteers and
entrepreneurs (who cover costs by charging for events and services) or sponsored by a lead
agency such as PADD. Avalanche recommends that a PEN (Pennyrile Entrepreneur Network)
be established and led by PADD for its first year of duration, but that the entrepreneur
community devise a sustainable model for the organization in subsequent years.
PENNYRILE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
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•

Organize a private sector Task Force to support and advise each target industry initiative.
The region is ripe for a business‐lead economic development initiative. We strongly
recommend that industry task forces be created for each target sector. Ideally, the
organizational structure will be the same for each target industry, consisting of a Target
Sector Task Force. Later, consider hiring a full‐time PADD Target Sector Manager.
Task Forces should be charged with two objectives. First, at the start of each year, Task
Forces should identify one major issue affecting their industry at the regional level and agree
to work together to address that issue. Members develop an action plan and determine
their own meeting schedules (suggest a minimum of one meeting per quarter). The PADD
should provide each Task Force with a meeting space, project management tool (such as
Basecamp or Zoho), and administrative resources.

•

Invest in a highly professional online presence for the region. A strong website is an
absolute must for economic development. An economic developer’s website is its single
most important marketing tool. It is the first place that business executives, location
consultants, and local constituents go to find information about the community. These busy
individuals expect websites to be informative and easy to navigate.
PADD’s current website is in need of improvement and it must invest in a complete overhaul.
But the region’s web presence does not stop with the marketing website. Throughout this
Strategy, we recommend the development of online tools that support other key initiatives,
such as a career portal, an entrepreneurship network website, an online inventory of
commercial properties, and a Pennyrile agritourism website. Combined, these websites will
generate a strong impression among national and international audiences that the Pennyrile
region and its local communities are sophisticated and serious about economic development.
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GOAL 1: ADVANCE THE PENNYRILE REGION’S TALENT PIPELINE.

Pennyrile leaders agree that the skills, education, capabilities, and capacity of the region’s workforce
are critical factors in its ability to thrive. Of less universal agreement is whether the current
workforce is more an asset than a liability. In a community questionnaire conducted for this planning
process, responses widely differed when it came to describing the region’s workforce. Almost the
same number answered “hard working” as they did “lazy”, “skilled” as “undereducated.” When
asked what factor most holds back the region, a majority of respondents answered “education,”
although the “presence of good educational facilities” was frequently identified as a factor which
makes the region unique. Such contradictions are unusual, and may reflect a sense that much is
being done institutionally to address skills yet many residents remain unable to attain or retain
employment.
By looking at the offerings and capabilities of local education providers, the consulting team has
revealed regional strengths and assets. We consider how the collection of regional education and
training assets can form a complete talent pipeline, going far beyond what a single individual
institution can accomplish on its own.
The Pennyrile is home to education and training providers that address both general academic need
and specific workforce skills needed by area employers. As the region hones in on its target
industries, so too can the talent system. A deliberate, reasoned approach to meeting target industry
and niche sector needs will increase the region’s competitiveness as it nurtures, attracts and grows
employers.
The recommendations in this section are designed to address ways in which the education and
training system can adjust so that it best serves the region’s current and future employers, how
institutions should maximize existing assets, and approaches to garner additional resources for new
and enhanced programs.

Objective: Expand educational offerings at all levels.
The Pennyrile’s education and training providers boast a formidable collection of learning
opportunities that address the needs of target sectors. To effectively compete to become the
location of choice for target sector companies, it will be necessary to develop additional offerings,
strengthen collaboration among education and training providers in program design and delivery,
and increase residents’ awareness of the career opportunities offered by the target sectors. In some
cases, particular instruction will need to be developed to fully address industry needs. In others, the
impressive array of current offerings can be realigned while providers collaborate to more efficiently
make assets more readily available to the region’s workforce and employers.
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Strategy: Formalize collaboration among regional education providers
For each target sector, it is necessary to build and communicate an array of learning opportunities
appropriate to its specific needs. The sectors’ skill requirements will necessarily span the traditional
divisions between levels of education: Secondary, vocational, certificate, associates, baccalaureate
and graduate levels will all contribute to the region’s ability to progress. As such, residents’ learning
needs and employers’ competency needs are best viewed along a continuum rather than segmented
by provider type.
Tactic: Align target sectors among all education and training institutions.
Establishing a regional agreement around the target sectors will communicate an uncommon
level of collaboration and emphasize the region’s commitment. While each county in the
Pennyrile has a unique concentration of employers and assets, such local prioritization does not
preclude institutional commitment to and promotion of a region‐wide set of priorities. Each
institution should formally and publicly acknowledge the importance of the region’s targets and
include those sectors in its strategic thinking.
Recognition of shared regional targets does not require each institution to offer instruction for
each one of the sectors. Rather, any given institution may support a sector through referral to
other institutions if not through its own set of offerings. Establishing this set of regional priorities
should not limit an institution’s ability to set its own local priorities.
Tactic: Create sector‐based learning teams from among the skill development stakeholders.
For each target, a sector‐based learning team should convene to articulate the best learning and
credentialing continuum. Ideally, each team will include representatives of faculty from a
secondary school, a vocational school, a community college and a four‐year university. The
teams should not be limited to representatives of only one institution of each type. Engage
industry representatives, workforce and economic development representatives and others as
necessary and leverage other recommendations within this report (especially Career
Documentation described below).
The teams’ primary function will be to identify the skills necessary to be effective at a variety of
levels within the sector, determine where along the institutional continuum new offerings most
appropriately reside. Team members will identify where critical skills are addressed within the
system, which skills are not yet being addressed, and where redundant delivery (e.g., identical or
similar content being delivered at more than one institution) is warranted. Such redundancy
may be the result of volume needed (e.g., the number of people needing the particular offering),
the varied preferences of different employers (e.g., those who have a bias towards or against
colleges versus vocational high schools), or access to public support for the training.
PENNYRILE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
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Strategy: Expand 4‐year degree options.
The region is home to the main campus of Austin Peay State
University and satellite campuses of Murray State University
(MSU). Austin Peay, however, is outside of the region’s main
population center and Murray State’s offerings delivered
within the region are far more limited than those delivered
outside of the region at the main campus in Murray. In
addition, of the majors regularly offered at the satellite
campuses, only Business Administration is aligned with the
target sectors. While education, social work, and nursing
remain critical disciplines, the recommended economic
development sectors must also be represented at the
baccalaureate level of the continuum within the region’s
population center both to address higher level skills needs and
to validate the importance of those sectors among current
and prospective students.
Tactics:

Advanced Aerospace
Manufacturing Education Project
The Project is a collaboration of four
educational institutions (El Camino
Community College, the Oregon
Institute of Technology, the Wichita
Area Technical College and Purdue
University) and the Society for
Manufacturing Engineers. Funded
through the National Science
Foundation, researchers from the four
educational institutions are working to
identify and address the need for
aircraft manufacturing technicians and
engineers. While each of the partner
schools is located in a different region
of the country, the collaboration
provides a template for a multi‐
institution examination of industry
needs, resulting in curricula and
programming to prepare workers at a
variety of levels.

•

Increase regularly‐offered instruction in target sector
skills at the Hopkinsville and Madisonville MSU
campuses. The Hopkinsville campus of MSU has a
substantial amount of instructional capacity that is
currently unutilized and provides a venue for
additional educational delivery either as traditional
classroom and lab space, or as a hub for distance learning delivered from the MSU main
campus or elsewhere. (See the Educational Infrastructure Supply Analysis report on sector‐
specific needs for a list of recommended offerings for the target sectors and others.)

•

The MSU Hopkinsville Campus can also develop into a multi‐institutional facility including
MSU, Hopkinsville Community College, and additional programming offered by other
institutions such as the University of Kentucky. The campus can offer curricula such as
advanced Pharmacy and Physical Therapy programs which are currently unavailable within
the region.
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Strategy: Align technical and community college training around the needs of the region’s target
industries.
Each institution in the region provides some level of instruction in support of target sectors. As the
region proactively works to attract and grow new businesses and does so with a more intense focus
on particular sectors and subsectors, it will be important for the collection of education and training
institutions to be able to address skills needs at all levels. The Supply Analysis report reveals great
regional combined strengths and individual institutional capacity that should be better promoted. In
contrast, the Analysis revealed that some skill areas important to the target sectors are not yet
addressed by the institutions in the region.
It would be unwise to develop and deliver education training and training programs before demand
exists within the region. But it is in the region’s interest to demonstrate to prospective employers
that the region is proactively planning to nurture its target sectors. When building and
demonstrating capacity would be premature, then the collection of institutions can demonstrate
forethought, depth of understanding, intention and readiness to build capacity.
The following are areas where demonstrating intention to build capacity will speak to the specific
needs of the target sectors:
Agriculture programs are well‐represented in programming at Murray State University, Austin
Peay State University and Hopkinsville Community College. Some sub‐specialties where
attention can be further focused include:
•
•
•
•
•

Agriculture‐specific GPS/GIS Technology (available at MSU, but not regularly delivered via
satellite locations nor integrated into the agriculture programming)
Agriculture Production Management
Crop Science
Livestock Management
Pest Management

Food Manufacturing skills are is generally addressed within the region’s abundant supply of
general manufacturing programs, but addressing the following subspecialties can strengthen the
region’s position through incorporation into existing offerings, or development of stand‐alone
certificate or certification programs:
•
•
•

FDA Regulation, Documentation
Food Quality Assurance
Nutritional Science
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The following Food Manufacturing specialties are frequently delivered as stand‐alone certificate
and degree programs, but can also be layered on top of existing basic science programs (such as
Biology or Chemistry):
•
•
•

Food Science
Food Technology
Aquaculture

The Biomass and Coal Processing opportunities are
frequently served by the following majors not yet present
among institutions within the region:
•
•
•
•

Biosystems Engineering
Biological and Agricultural Engineering Studies
Environmental Engineering Studies
Process Technology

Regional education and training institutions currently offer
little regular programming specifically supporting the needs
of the Distribution/Logistics sector. Offerings available
elsewhere to address the needs of this sector include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Certified Logistics Planner (CLP) certification
Industrial Supply Chain Management
Intermodal Transport
Barge Transportation
RFID Technologies
Warehouse Management
Transportation and Logistics Management

Johnson County Community College
Subject‐Specific Entrepreneurship
Programs
Johnson County Community College in
Overland Park, Kansas provides a
number of offerings aimed at helping
current and aspirational entrepreneurs
develop the skills needed to be
successful. Students can learn the
fundamentals of business planning,
accounting, marketing, management
and fundraising in individual, certificate
and associates degree programs. JCCC
also offers Subject‐Specific
entrepreneurship programs which
combine the general entrepreneurship
skills with skills in particular disciplines
such as hospitality, automotive, fashion
design, accounting, healthcare,
horticulture and many other specialty
areas. The combination of industry‐
specific skills with more general
entrepreneurship skills provides a
context for the entrepreneur, and
enables the student to approach the
concept of entrepreneurship from their
specific area of interest. The programs
provide an opportunity for students to
understand the business and
operational models to which they can
aspire and provides learners the tools to
create their own opportunities within
their field of interest.

Individuals seeking learning opportunities related to the
Tourism industry must travel outside of the region.
Hospitality Management and Culinary Arts programming is
available at nearby West Kentucky Community College.
While the volume of need for additional programming that
supports components of the region’s hospitality and tourism
industry may not warrant development of regular program
offerings, it may be beneficial to make available some short‐term, non‐degree, episodic learning
opportunities in the following areas.
•

Hotel Management
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Hospitality‐related Entrepreneurship
Restaurant Management
Culinary Arts, Food Management
Tour Operations
Event and Meetings Management
Gallery and Theatre Management

Objective: Improve career information flow and access to information.
Several of the target sectors are familiar to regional institutions and the region’s current and
potential workforce. Other sectors, however, may be new or emerging within the Pennyrile. In
either case, residents may not fully comprehend the breadth of job and career opportunities, may
believe (rightly or wrongly) that they are not qualified for opportunities, or are unable to connect
their current capabilities with career paths within the target sectors.
For institutions to make good decisions about what instruction to offer and for residents to make
good decisions about how to envision their career opportunities, it will be necessary to develop and
deploy a set of career awareness and career exploration resources. Regions who fail to clarify and
communicate the staffing needs (and associated functions, earning potential, and skills validation
requirements) risk (1) expending resources on training that is not relevant or valued, (2) allowing
relevant incumbent skills to languish where they could be applied, and (3) directing learners toward
programs that do not result in viable employment.
Strategy: Ensure all residents have access to information about occupational opportunities within
the region’s target industries.
Tactics:
•

Document careers and jobs in the target sectors, with special focus on transition
opportunities and career trajectories.

•

Align career awareness, workforce development services, learning opportunities, job
readiness indicators, and labor exchange around common information set.

•

Create a web‐based Career Portal which provides information about jobs and careers in the
target industries (see tactic below).

•

Use this information to raise the capability of career counselors and advisors in the academic
and workforce development communities, ensuring consistency of messaging and
information among all workforce development institutions.
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•

Create a targeted marketing campaign to promote the career portal and attract appropriate
prospective applicants.

Tactic: Document career pathways for the region’s target sectors.
Target sectors – especially those that have not had a historic presence in the region – may be
mysterious to job seekers. Without basic and detailed information about the careers available
within the target sectors, many applicants may assume that there are no opportunities for them
or that they are unqualified for the opportunities that do exist. In reality, they may possess
meaningful transferable skills and learning capabilities that are of value to employers in the
target sectors.
While the full breadth of a sector’s opportunities may seem overwhelming, by breaking down the
sector into opportunity categories workforce developers can make the categories of
opportunities more understandable and approachable to various job seeker segments at all
levels.
Target sector employers should be engaged to create a consolidated perspective of employment
within their industry. The resulting career information can be used as a baseline from which the
various stakeholders can address skills along the continuum of opportunities. By describing the
sectors, the families of jobs within them, and associated positions and their requirements, the
skill development system will more effectively attract individuals to jobs and relevant
education/training programs. The process of developing the Career Documentation can also
serve as a key point of engagement of employers, whose value will not be limited to the initial
documentation but rather can begin to institutionalize longer term engagement with the system
(through sector‐based learning teams, for example).
Below is an example of how the Piedmont Triad WIRED region has documented careers within
the Logistics/Planning/Management job family of its Transportation/Distribution industry (this
information, created for a specific region, may or may not be relevant to employers in the
Pennyrile region):
VP of
Logistics

Link to Logistics and
Supply Chain
ladders in Advanced
Manufacturing

Responsible for overall performance of assigned
facilities. Assists General Managers in planning,
budgeting, and organizing to enable organization
to reach customer service, safety and financial
goals. Develops marketing plans and assists in
growing the business.
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$99,611
To
$239,244

Bachelor’s
Degree;
Master's
preferred.
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Director of
Logistics

Link to Logistics and
Supply Chain
ladders in Advanced
Manufacturing

Provides leadership and direction for distribution
and warehouse operations (and possibly other
departments). Coordinates with management
team on strategic planning, budgeting, marketing
and pricing strategies, capital and personnel
requirements, and compliance issues. Directs all
operational functions for reporting departments.
May have responsibility for Demand Planning,
Inventory Management, Master Production
Scheduling and Deployment.

$93,000
To
$154,700

Bachelor's
Degree;
Master's
preferred

Logistics
Manager

Link to Logistics and
Supply Chain
ladders in Advanced
Manufacturing

Plan, direct, and coordinate the logistical
functions of an organization (planning and
managing the physical distribution of products
on a national or global basis)

Median ‐
$66,600

Bachelor’s
Degree or
equivalent
experience;
Master's
preferred

Logistician

Link to Logistics and
Supply Chain
ladders in Advanced
Manufacturing

Analyze and coordinate the logistical functions of
a firm or organization. Responsible for the entire
life cycle of a product, including acquisition,
distribution, internal allocation, delivery, and
final disposal of resources. – (good description)

$46,100
To
$73,000

Bachelor’s
Degree or
equivalent
experience

Logistics
Coordinator

Link to Logistics and
Supply Chain
ladders in Advanced
Manufacturing

Assist in the coordination of the distribution and
transportation of products.

Median ‐
$25,700

Vocational
school,
OJT, or AAS
May
require a
Bachelor’s

Tactic: Create a regional career portal.
Once jobs and job families are documented, they must be communicated to the public in a way
that is engaging and accessible. Creation of a Career Portal for each of the target industries will
provide the region with a shared resource for understanding the jobs and associated
requirements, qualities and needs. Web‐based Career Portals provide a “go‐to” for stakeholders
and job seekers alike, and demonstrate to prospective employers and economic development
targets that the region understands the needs of the industry in depth.
The Energy Providers’ Coalition for Education (EPCE) provides a good example of a regional
career portal that could be adapted for the WKWIB and PADD’s target sectors. A screen shot
from the website is shown below (http://www.epceonline.org/areyouready/process.html):
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Tactic: Increase the capacity of career counselors and advisors.
Armed with current and detailed information about careers in the target industries, area
institutions can become a formidable force in identifying high‐potential individuals, attracting
them to the key industries and providing guidance that will maximize their potential for success.
The Career Documentation and Career Portal can undergird a staff‐development effort for area
career counselors and advisors, deepening the systems’ ability to serve industry. Staff
development can address:
•

Identification of individuals with the qualities and interests that lend themselves to the
target industries

•

Identification of those individuals’ prior experiential learning that can be applied to skill
development needs and associated educational and professional credentials

•

Selecting the most relevant learning opportunities at the right level at the right
institutions

•

Realistically addressing opportunity, salary and advancement opportunities so individuals
self‐select appropriately for learning programs and employer linkages

Tactic: Plan and launch a PR campaign that shares information about target industry careers
and training options.
Information that is not shared is not useful, nor are web resources that are not accessed. A
regional marketing campaign and sub‐regional efforts to promote the Career Documentation and
Career Portals will inform the public about particular jobs and potential career trajectories.
Marketing these resources to job seekers, employers, career guides, students, teachers and
parents will help de‐mystify the existing and emerging industries and encourage more careful
consideration of opportunity areas that are not currently obvious.
Tactic: Share target sector information throughout the region.
If the region is going to commit to supporting its target sectors, then it is critical that the PADD
and WKWIB create a perspective on the sector(s) that is shared among stakeholders regionally.
The Target Profiles report provides just that information. This can become a rallying point for a
variety of stakeholders in the community, helping everyone communicate in an informed way
about the targets and the opportunities they offer the region. By creating a basis of career
information that is external to the respective institutions, the conversation on support for the
sector can also transcend sub‐regional, organizational and institutional divisions.
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Objective: Improve educational and workforce readiness.
Businesses that will emerge, expand, and relocate to the region need confidence that they will be
able to find the skilled workforce necessary for their operations. Employers must feel assured that
workers will possess the appropriate basic workplace behaviors such as punctuality, communication
skills, work ethic and persistence. Foundational capabilities such as the ability to read and compute
at a level appropriate to the position and the industry also serves as an indicator of whether the
workers will be able to learn and grow as the employers’ needs evolve. Workers must also possess
the skills to manage their lives and responsibilities in a way that allows them to be reliable
employees. Employers and service providers alike reported that for too many members of the
Pennyrile population, many of these fundamentals are vulnerable and may be a significant factor in
whether they can become successful employees and consequently whether the employers can
thrive.
Strategy: Adopt Work Keys / Career Readiness Certification.
The Hemlock Solar Manufacturing facility is one of the most exciting economic development projects
to come to the region in the past decade. Hemlock requires all job applicants to participate in the
WorkKeys assessment process. Tennessee currently provides job seekers with opportunities to take
the WorkKeys assessments, but there is not assessment delivery infrastructure on the Kentucky side
of the state line. At the same time, Kentucky employers have not expressed a need or a desire for
WorkKeys certified applicants, making it difficult to justify substantial investment in WorkKeys
infrastructure in the Pennyrile.
Tactics:
The Pennyrile region can leverage Hemlock’s WorkKeys requirement as a way to test the viability
of a WorkKeys initiative in Kentucky.
•

Kentucky job seekers who are pursuing jobs at Hemlock will need to take WorkKeys
assessments. The assessment infrastructure in Tennessee can provide the testing
opportunity, but far fewer applicants will be placed in jobs at Hemlock than will be assessed.

•

The WKWIB can negotiate a cost sharing agreement with Workforce Essentials (the
organization that administers WorkKeys in Montgomery County, Tennessee). Kentucky
residents’ assessments will be supported and will thus become eligible for Hemlock jobs.

•

Those Kentuckians who are not placed at Hemlock (and some who are) will constitute a
significant job seeker cohort who can pursue other jobs both in Kentucky and in Tennessee.
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Those job seekers possess skills and capabilities verified through WorkKeys assessments.
•

Working with ACT and national WorkKeys resources, WKWIB can create an employer
outreach and communication strategy that emphasizes the value of WorkKeys, and
subsequently track the success of WorkKeys certified individuals as compared with
counterparts who have taken TABE or similar assessments.

•

WKWIB can measure both employer engagement/value and applicant success to determine
whether a more substantial WorkKeys effort is warranted in the Pennyrile.

Strategy: Raise the Capacity of Career and Education Advisors in the region.
How individuals become aware of learning and career opportunities, and in what way they pursue
those opportunities, depends significantly on the assistance they receive at schools, career centers
and through their employers. The target sectors will be more effectively served if the region invests
strategically in the capability of career and education advisors and creates a career and education
advisor approach that is coherent across the region. The region will also create efficiencies and
economies of scale for the development of advisors, creating cost savings for each stakeholder
institution.
Tactic: Create a regional Career and Education Advisor training and certification system.
Areas of common concern to advisors across the region that can be addressed through a
common system include:
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Advising techniques and coaching strategies
Addressing career readiness issues and associated resources and referral opportunities such
as childcare, transportation, work‐appropriate clothing and tools, personal qualities such as
punctuality and workplace behavior
Training advisors to understand the characteristics of entrepreneurs, and to identify clients
who exemplify those characteristics for referral to entrepreneurship resources in addition to
job‐development and skills training resources
Awareness of the region’s priority sectors and their respective jobs, careers, requirements
and skill validation mechanisms
Career Ladders
The value of prior learning and the availability and process of attaining college credit for
experiential learning
Regional availability of learning opportunities
Financial aid opportunities
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Objective: Sequence and link career opportunities.
The Pennyrile region is home to job opportunities at a variety of levels. Employers and service
providers alike describe a the region’s workforce as having great capabilities as well as lacking basic
workplace readiness (punctuality, work ethic, professional behavior) and basic skills (reading, math,
communication). The wide chasm between these two portions of the workforce represents a
challenge both to employers who suffer from a split pipeline and job seekers who are challenged to
see a clear pathway into high wage opportunities. To create a dynamic workforce that can grow
along with the Pennyrile’s economic development, it is necessary to bridge this chasm and connect
the higher and lower segments of the pipeline.
Strategy: Build Career Lattices and Program Models to connect jobs with careers.
Tactic: Map Career Transitions, Implement Career Advancement Models.
The transition from being a lower‐level employee and a higher‐level employee is not an obvious
one –especially from the perspective of the lower‐level employee. This inability to see a more
viable future can prevent an individual from appropriately investing in their own career
development. An effort to more deliberately link the lower‐end jobs with more viable careers
can engender an awareness of the value of even low‐paying jobs. By using the Career
Documentation discussed in the previous section, the WKWIB can map career trajectories. Along
with employers and training providers, the mapping can include specific and meaningful
milestones for advancement.
Unexpected collaboration can emerge when career
pathways focus on transferrable skills versus traditional
education. In one community, for example, a fast food
establishment and a local bank worked together to find
high quality workers. Six‐month retention and positive
performance reviews at the fast food establishment
earned workers a guaranteed interview for a customer
service position at the bank. Linking retention and
workplace behavior to specific opportunities can begin to
give employees access to higher rungs of the career
ladder.
Tactic: Engage staffing firms.
Employers are reluctant to hire individuals who have not
held a job for a meaningful amount of time. Many lower‐
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Chrysalis
Chrysalis is a non‐profit organization in
Los Angeles, California which as created
Chrysalis Enterprises, the largest street
maintenance firm in Los Angeles,
California, and Chrysalis Staffing to
provide a venue for participants to gain
work experience and assistance with
subsequent job search. Chrysalis
Staffing operates as a private staffing
agency and manages payroll and
benefits. Participants work in
transitional and temporary jobs for
Chrysalis Staffing for up to six months
while receiving case management, job
readiness and employment
development assistance.
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skilled workers are unable to maintain tenure because of
the nature of positions and/or job skills challenges that
they face. Staffing firms, however, operate on a more
short‐term, temporary service model. At the moment,
employers are also reluctant to hire permanently due to
economic concerns.
WKWIB can engage a staffing firm (or firms) to become
the employer of record for lower‐skilled workers as they
develop more traditional workplace behaviors. The
participants can be offered a chance (perhaps to fail) at a
number of temporary placements while maintaining a
single employer of record. Such a model will require the
target participants to be among a much larger number of
less‐risky employees in order to maintain the firms’
reputation among its clients.
Tactic: Highlight encore careers.
Those with significant experience can also benefit from a
deliberate career movement strategy and program.
Dislocated workers, for example, likely possess meaningful
experience but are challenged to make good decisions
about new career steps in an economy that has changed
dramatically since they last looked for a job. The skill
development system can assist more experienced, mature
workers to reimaging their capabilities and how they can
be applied. Helping them to attain their “encore careers”
can include the following:

Alameda County WIB NUMMI Prior
Learning Assessment Initiative
In 2010 New United Motor
Manufacturing, Inc. (NUMMI) closed its
automobile production facility in
Alameda County, California. The
workers there assumed that their skills
were mostly if not entirely applicable to
other automotive manufacturing
facilities. The Alameda County WIB has
embarked upon a process to help those
workers think more critically and
thoroughly about their skills and how
they can be applied in different work
environments as well as documented to
Prior Learning Credit from area
educational institutions. The WIB and
its NUMMI Resource Center (NRC)
gathered former NUMMI employees for
focus groups through which the workers
described their work activities. The
Focus Group Facilitators then identified
common themes among the
participants’ work experience and
identified the broader disciplines that
those activities exemplify. The process
resulted in identification of higher‐level
capabilities such as supervision, project
management, and manufacturing
process control which the workers’
activities demonstrated, yet the
workers did not recognize as higher‐
level capabilities that they possess.
This information will be used to create
portfolios that the employees will use
to petition area schools for credit in
their associates and applied science
degree programs.

•

Provide Mentorship. Mature workers can be an
important resource for those beginning to explore and
seek careers. They can provide perspectives on how
academic skills are applied in the workplace, how
certain sectors and businesses operate, and identify
pathways for advancement that are not obvious to
younger workers.

•

Validate Prior Learning. Undoubtedly, those facing
this transition have developed critical skills and knowledge that can be applied to new
jobs/careers. Many experienced dislocated workers believe that their skills and abilities are
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only valuable to their last employer, while their skills are often more transferable than they
assume. The region can gather cohorts of individuals from declining industries/employers to
examine their workplace behaviors and activities and explore how the particular experiences
represent evidence of higher level learning and more broadly applicable skills.
•

Attain Experiential Learning Credit. Many of the skills attained by dislocated workers during
their careers may in fact represent college‐level capabilities. The WIB and the Colleges It will
be important for the workers to reflect on and document this learning in a way that is
recognized and validated by the area academic institutions. Examining and documenting
Prior Learning of cohorts of dislocated workers can serve as the foundation for a Prior
Learning Template that can be applied to the other workers dislocated from similar
experiences. Career Counselors serving these workers working with the area colleges can be
trained on the techniques of Prior Learning Assessment and use of the Template so they can
facilitate application of the Template and attainment of appropriate credit. The process will
help these individuals through a degree program more rapidly, and help them to envision
themselves as college‐level learners and a broader set of careers that they can attain.

Objective: Further develop workforce development resources.
Strategy: Leverage the creativity of the employer community in crafting skills development
programs.
Employers enjoy access to financial support for workforce development, but have noted that the
variety of eligibility requirements and other limitations reduce the value of such supports. To spur
creativity and innovative approaches to employer‐housed workforce development, the Pennyrile
region should ensure as open of a process as possible, articulating broad objectives and standards,
but otherwise leaving programmatic specifics up to the employers.
Tactic: Create a competitive process for allocating employer‐based workforce funding.
Create a “Workforce Development Innovation” fund which encourages employers to articulate
their own standards for success and define the most appropriate action.
•

Define broad parameters for employer participation, including:
o
o
o
o

Any trainee/participant eligibility factors necessary
Focus on skills implications of business/employer success
Outcomes/benefits must be measurable and reported within a distinct time period,
employer must demonstrate the ability to track, quantify and report outcomes
Benefit to the employer must be quantified and exceed to value of the requested
investment
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o
•

Broadly define program objectives to include (for
individuals):
o
o
o

•

Job placement or wage gain
Attainment of industry‐recognized
certification
New ability to utilize new or advanced
technologies or processes

Broadly define program objectives to include (for
the firm):
o
o
o

•

Employer financial or in‐kind match

Attainment of compliance and certification
through skills development
Measurable efficiency and productivity
improvements
Utilization of new technologies and
processes

Define program recipients to include:
o
o
o

A single employer
Groups of employers
Industry association or affinity group

Strategy: Leverage Federal and State funding to achieve
sector objectives.
Tactic: Increase applications to and attainment of DOL
discretionary funding.
The region has had modest success winning grants
from the High Growth Initiative and the Community
Based Job Training Grant programs. Additional efforts
to win these and other funds can support
implementation of many of the workforce
development and associated capacity building goals
articulated through the RIG process. Additional
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Chicago TIFWorks Program
The City of Chicago has long supported
economic development through Tax Increment
Financing (TIF). Historically applied to address
infrastructure improvements, site assembly
and physical development planning costs,
workforce development has been an eligible if
underutilized use of TIF funds. In 2002, the
city’s planning, economic development and
workforce development entities conceived and
launched he TIFWorks program to more
deliberately focus funds on workforce skills,
and focus workforce efforts on specific
measurable business outcomes.
Firms within eligible TIF districts are eligible to
apply to the program. Firms may apply on
their own or as a consortium of firms with
similar needs. Employers applying alone
submit the TIFWorks applicant, but employer
consortia may apply with one employer as the
lead or they may utilize a consultant (often a
training provider or college) to create and
submit the application.
Applicants must identify the particular
business need to be addressed, measure the
indicators of success, and document either
cost savings through efficiency improvements,
reduced scrap and rework rates, for example,
or revenue improvements such as regulatory
compliance leading to sales or to improved
marketing capability. All programs measure
the impact of skill development upon the
revenue enhancement or cost control
improvements.
TIFWorks applications are required to specify
the particular training need and proposed
solution, as well as the quantifiable
cost/benefit analysis.
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funding may include HGI and CBJTG, as well as:
•
•
•
•
•

The American Graduation Initiative/Community College Innovation Fund
Women in Apprenticeship in Non‐Traditional Occupations grants
Young Adult Offenders in High‐Poverty Communities
National Farmworker Programs
Trade Adjustment Assistance

Tactic: The WKWIB will need to access waivers to address mismatch with some performance
metrics related to U.S. Department of Labor objectives.
•

Waive performance measures in order to invest Individual Training Account funds for
entrepreneurship development.

•

Waive performance measures on wage replacement for placing older workers into encore
careers.

Tactic: Increase funding applications to WIN and BSSC State Workforce Programs.
•

Create Pennyrile‐specific marketing materials and testimonials to promote funding
availability.

•

Document existing successes under Win and BSSC to replicate among new employers.

•

Aggregate employers within specific sectors into a series of cohorts to increase the number
of potential trainees and achieve efficiencies in application and execution of training
programs.
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GOAL 2: BUILD THE PENNYRILE REGION’S ENTREPRENEURIAL
INFRASTRUCTURE.
Economic development is typically viewed as a three‐legged stool of recruitment, expansion, and
startup. In the Pennyrile region today, there is very little entrepreneurial culture or celebration of
entrepreneurial success. Entrepreneurship is not widely viewed as a viable career pathway for
graduating students. These shortcomings are founded, in part, on a view of what the Pennyrile
economy looked like 10 or 20 year ago, where manufacturing, coal, and traditional agriculture
defined the region.
As shown in the Economic Brief (see side table), self‐
Pennyrile Growth Patterns
employed entrepreneurs are creating jobs two to
three times faster than the rest of the private sector
Annual Job
economy, but small businesses lag overall growth in
Growth ’03‐‘08
Private corporations
1.1%
the economy. This data presents both a challenge and
Micro businesses (<10 emps)
0.3%
an opportunity for the region: An entrepreneurial
Small businesses (10‐49 emps)
0.6%
class is emerging but has yet to transform into
Government
3.4%
Self‐employed
4.1%
growing small businesses. While many startups
naturally fail on their own, many do not survive due
to a shortage of an entrepreneurial infrastructure in the region. Furthermore, growth in other
areas of the economy, including government/military and coal has likely led to level of comfort and
lack of urgency that entrepreneurial support is a critical gap in the local economy.
It is time for Pennyrile residents and leadership to change their way of thinking with regard to future
job opportunities. Tomorrow’s careers will be more about making a job versus taking a job. If
residents are prepared to be entrepreneurial, they will also be armed and ready to be productive,
successful employees. Entrepreneurial workers will also benefit larger companies and established
industries that need to “retool” their business model or products to stay competitive.
A new balance for the Pennyrile region’s economic development efforts is required to best capture
growth opportunities and ensure long‐term prosperity for the region. Activities for recruiting
businesses to the region will remain in place, but more should be done to promote the expansion
of existing companies and the formation of startups in high growth areas:
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FUTURE PENNYRILE:
Recruitment

Expansion

Startup

Highly Selective
Marketing

Expansion, Growth,
and “Community
Ventures”

Focus on
“Gazelles”/
National Scope

In particular, the community should hone in on industries and opportunities that have the highest
likelihood to create “gazelles.” The term “gazelles” grew out of the Internet boom of the 1990s,
when dot‐com and technology companies were racing ahead at incredible speed. Speeds were
driven both by high‐growth demand for new technologies and products, but also by companies’
desires to establish a lead position in an emerging area, often with the expectation for acquisition by
large firms at very high multiples of revenues. Today, a more realistic view of gazelles is required but
the idea remains: Only a small subset of companies truly have high growth potential, and
communities (or investors or workers or grant dollars) should give much higher preference for
companies that have the market size, business model, and competitive advantage to achieve
greatness.
In our view, gazelle opportunities have several of these characteristics:
•

They can serve a national or global market (e.g., not limited to local customers).

•

They can scale upward quickly if revenue grows more than 2x per year.

•

They should be designed to achieve higher profitability as revenue grows.

•

They should have some built‐in protections from future competitors, usually through
intellectual property, business models, or brand recognition that create natural barriers to
entry.

•

They should be able to repurpose a product, process, or technology to new markets,
generating turnkey, explosive growth when successful.
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Software companies and Internet‐based businesses have nearly all of these characteristics (though
many fail). In the past, manufacturers relied on scalability and market dominance to achieve their
success (#1, #2, and #3), but competition from global producers has chipped away dramatically at
their customer base (#4) and retooling into new areas has proven difficult (#5).
Avalanche strongly recommends that more entrpreneurial infrastructure be established to help
existing small businesses to grow, enable entrepreneurs to devise new products and create new
companies, and to promote entrepreneurial skills within the workforce.

Objective: Define the region’s entrepreneurship leadership.
For entrepreneurship to take off in the Pennyrile region, the PADD must be the convener versus the
leader of entrepreneurship. The region must establish a handful of critical tools and then let
leadership evolve organically. There is no clear leader in place today that has the critical components
that have been successful in other regions of the U.S. We recommend that the region import a
model.
Strategy: Create new organizing elements for entrepreneurship.
Tactic: Establish a Pennyrile Entrepreneurs Network (PEN) to keep local businesses connected,
assisted, and alert.
Most regions in the country have several organizations, informal groups, or incubators to help
entrepreneurs connect with each other, find information, identify partners and service providers,
and connect with potential funders. The Pennyrile region has no organization, and efforts to
connect entrepreneurs at events are infrequent.
A lead entrepreneurial organization for the region should provide a variety of services or
catalysts in areas important to today’s entrepreneurs:
•
•
•
•
•

Networking services/activities
Professional education
Technical assistance / acceleration services
Mentoring
Funding assistance

An entrepreneurial network is not a physical incubator but an informal association. It can be led
entirely by private sector volunteers and entrepreneurs (who cover costs by charging for events
and services), or sponsored by a lead agency such as PADD. Avalanche recommends that PEN
(Pennyrile Entrepreneur Network) be set up and led by PADD for its first year of duration, but
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that the entrepreneur community devise a sustainable model for the organization in subsequent
years.
PADD should direct a part‐time administrator of PEN, which would be supported by a volunteer
Advisory Committee that assists with organizing events, recruiting participants, and promoting
the organization.
PEN should:
•

Develop a website that aggregates information for entrepreneurs, provides links to
supporting agencies like PADD, SBDC, or Murray State (among others), and provides a
calendar for events. Consider if the site should support a membership database that
people can join and see who else is available. This would allow entrepreneurs to connect
with service providers such as lawyers, accountants, mentors, and funders.

•

Establish Memorandums of Understanding with partner organizations that clearly sets
forth how each will support the other, and what the pathway should be for
entrepreneurs to work through the system for assistance (which organization supports
which type of entrepreneur, etc.).

Tactic: Begin to identify the Entrepreneurs, Service Providers, and Mentors that are needed to
build a strong entrepreneur network and service base.
Successful entrepreneurial support goes far beyond having government agencies available to
field requests by entrepreneurs. The most valuable advice and service can sometimes come
from the lawyers, marketers, and accountants that give a business the critical protections and
business models that enable an entrepreneur to be successful from day one and through
subsequent growth years.
PEN should:
•

Develop a process to identify the entrepreneurs in the Pennyrile region which will most
benefit from enhanced support systems. Request suggestions from Chamber partners,
the SBDC, local bankers, lawyers, etc. of small companies to approach to get involved
with PEN‐related activities. Collect email lists for marketing events to the extent
possible.

•

Identify service providers (lawyers, accountants, funders, marketers, researchers) that
can be speakers at events and form a Service Network under PEN.
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•

Begin to identify mentors that are interested in either helping young entrepreneurs
and/or potentially funding them. Mentors should be recruited and should commit to
provide a basic level of service for selected entrepreneurs (such as a minimum of two
one‐hour meetings a month with entrepreneurs).

•

Determine the appropriate relationship for PEN with state and national entrepreneur
organizations.

Tactic: Create new events and education opportunities for entrepreneurs.
Events and services should be constructed based on demand in the community.
•

Create regularly scheduled networking events across the Pennyrile region targeted for
entrepreneurs (not government agencies or service providers), which often include a
guest speaker or presentation on a relevant topic. Consistency and quality are key to
these events to boost participation.

•

Create entrepreneurship education programs, which could include one‐time courses or
longer programs. Educators and curriculum can come directly from service providers
(who submit their course ideas), educators (from colleges), or consultants from
neighboring regions (that can drive in for the day from St. Louis, Nashville, etc.).
Curriculum can also be found from sources outside the region such as the Kauffman
Foundation, Small Business Administration, or online universities. Consider running each
course or program in multiple locations in the region, taking the presenters “on the
road” to the audience to boost participation.

Other activities could be identified, such as conducting an annual “Top 10 Entrepreneurs”
Appreciation Banquet or an annual entrepreneur conference. One example of a low‐cost option
for a conference is RISE, which spreads the conference across locations (donated conference
rooms or spaces) throughout a city by a volunteer army of presenters that promotes their events
through an automated website: www.riseaustin.org
Tactic: Research other entrepreneur organizations across the U.S. to learn best practices to be
used in the Pennyrile region.
The critical goals for PEN are to identify the entrepreneurs in the region, bring them out of the
shadows, and connect them to each other and to service providers, mentors, and investors.
Numerous like‐organizations can be found around the U.S., but the following two stand out and
are most similar to what could work in the Pennyrile region:
Wisconsin Entrepreneurs' Network
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Austin Entrepreneur Network

www.austinentrepreneurnetwork.org

Consider taking an inter‐city visit to cities that successfully grow their entrepreneurs. Get
presentations from the organizations that support entrepreneurs, and make the trip coincide
with a large local event.

Objective: Raise awareness of entrepreneurship as a career option for students and
adults.
Strategy: Create Entrepreneurial Centers at the region’s community colleges.
Entrepreneurial centers at community colleges come in many
forms, but the most successful ones provide a unique blend of
student education, work opportunities, research or technical
assistance, and sometimes temporary space for entrepreneurs.
Community colleges can usually provide free or low‐cost space
to entrepreneurs. Professors and students assist hand‐picked
entrepreneurs for consulting assignments or internships. Two
best practices have been identified that can serve as good
models for the Pennyrile region: Pappajohn Entrepreneurial
Center in Iowa and the Entrepreneurial Center at Northern
Kentucky University.

Best Practices in
Entrepreneurship Education
Pappajohn Entrepreneurial Center
and model in Northern Iowa:
www.iowajpec.org
Entrepreneurial Center in Northern
Kentucky University:
http://ei.nku.edu

Strategy: Redefine the way the region talks about entrepreneurship.
Tactic: Work with Murray State University’s Regional Business and Innovation Center (ICC) to
create a marketing and public relations campaign for entrepreneurship.
Murray State University’s Business and Innovation Center is focused on advancing
entrepreneurship in Western Kentucky. Work with ICC to plan and launch a marketing campaign
informing residents of the region about entrepreneurship as a career path.
Tactic: Identify and promote entrepreneurial success stories and the people who started the
companies and ran them.
Success motivates success. Create written profiles of successful home‐grown companies and
their founders. Feature these businesses and entrepreneurs in the marketing and public
relations campaign. Involve these individuals in the Pennyrile Entrepreneurs Network.
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Tactic: Identify supply gaps in the Pennyrile region that could be the source of revenue growth
for startups and small businesses.
One of the engines of the joint‐ICC marketing campaign should be informing the public about
real entrepreneurial opportunities. Interview and survey local companies about what services
they are outsourcing outside of the region but would like to have available closer to home. Feed
this information into local entrepreneurial support systems (Bootstrap, Network, Score, Career
Centers, etc.). Vet business ideas against these local needs.
Tactic: Survey companies about their needs for e‐commerce / web‐services as well as
professional services such as accounting, marketing, and legal.
Gain a better understanding of what services local companies are outsourcing to businesses
located outside of the Pennyrile.
Tactic: Reinforce with a campaign that reminds residents and businesses of the benefits of
buying local.
MEDI, for example, has a campaign that encourages residents to buy goods and services from
minority businesses. In addition, PADD could be a clearinghouse for RFPs from local companies.
PADD could maintain a database of local suppliers and distribute RFPs to local companies. Once
a year, honor those companies that buy locally with an award. (e.g., Workforce Chicago – CAEL’s
award program.)

Objective: Create a strong foundation of entrepreneurial support infrastructure.
Strategy: Build entrepreneurial skill sets.
Goal 1 provides a series of recommendations related to entrepreneurship education and training. It
shares examples of community college programs that meld core entrepreneurship classes with
classes specific to an industry.
Strategy: Boost financial resources available to startup companies and small businesses.
Venture capital is no longer the name of the game for most regions, if it ever were for rural areas like
Pennyrile. The lack of venture capital is no longer an excuse for not having an entrepreneurial
climate. The median return of all US venture funds as a group has been negative every single year
since 2000 with the exception of one year where they had a meager 0.3% gain. The result from poor
VC payout is that pension funds and other limited partnerships are reducing the number of
remaining VC firms in which they invest. Venture capital raised for the most recent quarter is at a 7‐
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year low according to the National Venture Capital Association. The very limited IPO opportunity for
companies with profits less than $10M or revenue under $250M/year has resulted in most remaining
funds focused on late stage deals growing their companies sufficiently large and waiting for an IPO
window. Early stage deals are down significantly as a share of the total – a significant change from
previous decades. During the 1980s and early 1990s there were about 10 early stage investments for
each late stage investment, as only 10% of early stage VC companies managed to reach the late
stage. For the last few years there are now less than 1 early stage deal for every late stage deal – a
drop of 10x for early stage companies.
The answer to this situation: a greater reliance on local banks for early growth funding and angel
investors for seed funding.
Tactic: Help local banks become better equipped for
small business and startup lending.
A number of local banks have expressed interest in
focusing on small business lending. Meet with local bank
executives to determine what assistance they need to
turn this interest into reality. Identify banks that are
small‐business friendly and route entrepreneurs to them.

“We’re a small bank and can loan $50
million out tomorrow if we wanted to,
but we can’t find the opportunities. In
the last three years, we have only had
one entrepreneur show up with a
business plan in hand when asking for a
loan.”

Tactic: Support ICC’s initiative to establish a capital fund for the region.
Murray State’s Business and Innovation Center is currently working on plans to set up a 501(c)(6)
capital fund to supply loans and grants to business startups. The ICC has recently received
$50,000 from the USDA to seed this new non‐profit.
Tactic: Establish a Pennyrile Angel Network.
Often, bank loans are either not available or not appropriate to an entrepreneur’s current stage
or growth plans. Entrepreneurs may also prefer to share the risk with an investor than borrow
money against his/her personal credit. Debt and equity investments are made to give investors a
minimum guaranteed return on investment but also a shared interest in the upside potential of
the business. Today, with stock market returns still in negative territory for the past 10 years and
with real estate investment returns down, investors are naturally looking at alternative
investments.
An Angel Network in the Pennyrile region will serve many functions: funder, “vetter” of business
ideas and plans, mentor, connector, and promoter. In the early days, the members of the Angel
Network will likely serve as coaches to entrepreneurs as they make themselves more prepared
for funding, growth, and business development. As momentum builds and deal flow increases,
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the Angel Network will naturally gravitate to discussions of a formal seed fund for the
community.
Angel Networks, as with public seed funds, bring attention to entrepreneurial opportunities and
get the inventor‐entrepreneur out of the garage and into the system. When done well, an Angel
Network should “shake the tree” of the community and identify the leading entrepreneurs in the
community that should be nurtured and shepherded from idea to startup formation – and
potentially funding from the network.
An angel network should be set up for the region, with chapters in multiple cities, including
Hopkinsville, Madisonville, Cadiz, Princeton, and/or others. Angels are there to get the pitch
from entrepreneurs, who should travel to them to ensure a high level of investor participation at
meetings.
In the future, an angel fund could be set up in each of the cities, made up of 20‐30 investors who
put in $50,000‐$100,000 to create a multi‐million dollar fund. A selection committee would be
established to review potential deals. Pooling angel dollars is a growing trend and is seen in
many other rural communities across the U.S. Look at how angel funds are established in cities
and then even networked with each other to raise greater awareness through the RAIN network:
http://www.rainsourcecapital.com/rainfund.cfm
The City of Owensboro has gone so far as to set up a seed fund that gives $15,000 in seed money
to the winners of business plan competitions: http://www.emergingventureschallenge.com/
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GOAL 3: PROMOTE GROWTH OF THE PENNYRILE REGION’S TARGET SECTORS.
The recommendations in Goal 3 are focused on establishing support networks and improving
community assets that will enable the Pennyrile region’s target industries to thrive. For each target
industry, we have identified a handful of catalyst projects that are necessary for business growth.
Structuring a Target Industry Campaign
“One of our biggest economic
development opportunities is to
engage the local industry executives.”
– Pennyrile Future interviewee

To begin, the Pennyrile region will need adopt new
organizational practices to support each target sector. The
region is ripe for a business lead economic development
initiative. We strongly recommend that industry task forces be
created for each target sector. Ideally, the organizational structure will be the same for each target
industry, consisting of a Target Sector Task Force plus one full‐time PADD Target Sector Manager.
Each Target Sector Task Force will involve 10‐15
members with strong ties and interest in the
industry. A majority of members should be from
private sector companies located in the region.
Other participants may include state or regional
industry support groups, utility companies, and
research and education leaders.

Target Industry
Task Force

+

Target Industry
Manager

Task Forces should be charged with two objectives. First, at the start of each year, Task Forces should
identify one major issue affecting their industry at the regional level and agree to work together to
address that issue. Members develop an action plan and determine their own meeting schedules
(suggest a minimum of one meeting per quarter). The PADD should provide each Task Force with a
meeting space, project management tool (such as Basecamp or Zoho), and administrative resources.
Second, each Task Force should advise the PADD’s and WKWIB’s activities that are related to their
industry. They will be a sounding board and work closely with a full‐time staff person that serves as
a Target Sector Manager. The Target Sector Manager should attend every Task Force meeting,
facilitate follow‐up, and report Task Force progress to WKWIB and PADD boards of directors.
Workforce Development Recommendations
Please note that the workforce development and educational needs of the region’s target
industries are addressed in great depth within the report Educational Infrastructure and Supply
Analysis as well as in Goal 1. The Supply Analysis also provides a detailed listing of existing and
potential training programs related to the region’s target sectors.
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Target Overview

PENNYRILE TARGET SECTORS:
Agriculture +
Food

Distribution

Energy

Crop
Production

Organic
Dairies

Biomass

Coal
Gasification

Aqua‐
culture

Plant
Nurseries

Ethanol
Production

OTHER:

Corporate
DC’s

Ecommerce

Fulfillment
Centers
OTHER:

Assembly
Auto‐
motive

Metal
Fabrication

Solar
components

Custom
Products

Tourism

Events

Destination

Tourism

Baked
Goods &
Chips

FOUNDATIONAL COMPETENCIES:
Software/IT/Ecommerce, Entrepreneurship, Professional Services

The following strategies and tactics represent initial activities that should be considered by
each task force. It is our expectation that additional strategies will be identified by each task
force. A core function of each task force is to identify priorities, evaluate feasible tactics, and
motivate individuals and organizations to collaborate around solutions and actions.

Objective: Engage in catalyst projects that support growth of
the Agriculture and Food industry.

Agriculture and Food

Strategy: Identify food manufacturers that can expand in the
Pennyrile region.

Pennyrile Niches
Crop production, organic dairies,
aquaculture, plant nurseries, and baked
good/chip production

The Pennyrile region has opportunities to attract new manufacturers
of baked goods and snacks (wheat and corn). Existing food
companies inside of the region may be considering their future plans
for expansion. More opportunities can be found for the region’s
agriculture sector to move up the value chain into food production.
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Local crops can be inputs to various chip, cereal, and bread products. Strong highways and the
future expansion of I‐69 will further enhance the locational benefits of food manufacturing in the
Pennyrile region.
Strategy: Create a Regional Agriculture Task Force charged with evaluating new revenue
opportunities and improving profitability.
Tactic: Determine the feasibility of using lands previously used for coal mining for new
agricultural uses, including the state requirements for dairy and crop production.
The Pennyrile region has several large tracts of acreage, including those previously used for coal
mining; however, this land is often incapable of being developed due to years of mining, and
could be used for agriculture.
Tactic: Evaluate the feasibility and desirability of attracting organic farms and dairies to the
Pennyrile region.
The Pennyrile region has an excellent opportunity regarding the possibility of organic dairy
farming. Also, the region has great infrastructure that will allow for distribution to larger urban
markets where organic food consumption is more popular and time‐to‐market is important. The
region currently has few dairies in the area, with small dairies located in Hopkinsville and
Madisonville.
Specifically the Agriculture Task Force should identify
potential dairy companies that can be approached to expand
in the Pennyrile region; assess the negative environmental
impacts of dairy farms and identify new production processes
that minimize runoff; and explore the degree to which
communities would be accepting of new dairy farms.

“The U.S. needs to keep our food
sources at home. We cannot continue
to subsidize to other countries because
they can choke us to death without
firing a shot.” – Pennyrile Agriculture
Focus Group Participant

Tactic: Strengthen connections to state and federal resources and partners.
The task force should identify other partners around the state that can be connected to task
force activities and projects, including Murray State ICC, KSU, Memphis AgBioworks, and the
Agricultural Development Board. The task force should also examine the extent to which the
Pennyrile is capturing state and federal agriculture funding, and identify the programs that future
“community ventures” can be designed to pursue for new
“Our region lies between southern food
funding. An early initiative should be to determine the
producers and northern food eaters.
feasibility and grant funding availability to put an aquaculture
How can we process food here instead
farm or dairy next to the ethanol plant in Hopkinsville. If
of elsewhere?” – Pennyrile Agriculture
farmers need assistance with evaluating the profitability of
Focus Group Participant
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their farms and whether they should switch to new products, state programs (including
university extension services) should be employed, or a new program should be created locally.
Strategy: Expand the mission of the Breathitt Veterinary Center.
Currently, Breathitt is focused on disease diagnostic services for the animal industry. The Center
should find new funding sources to expand its focus to include new target areas for the Pennyrile
region: crop production, biomass, aquaculture, and food sciences. Competencies should be
developed in market research and feasibility, technology assessments, technical assistance, and
technology deployment. The Center should explore the feasibility of creating an Agricultural
Research Park that would allow for joint research on crop production, biomass, and food sciences.
Consider changing the name of the Center to the “Breathitt Agriculture Center”.
Strategy: Create a shared‐use kitchen(s) for home based food producers in rural areas of the
Pennyrile region.
Specialty foods is one of the fastest growing segments of the food manufacturing field. Increased
concerns about food safety and a desire to buy locally have brought farmers and food entrepreneurs
together to explore innovative ways to serve growing demand. “Shared‐use kitchens” are one
solution that has proven quite successful for many regions, both urban and rural.
A “shared‐use kitchen” is a licensed kitchen facility providing small scale food entrepreneurs the
space to prepare and process value‐added food for consumer marketing. Most facilities also provide
training, support and access to other resources and distribution networks.
Given the large geographic territory of the Pennyrile, we recommend developing a series of smaller‐
scale shared‐use kitchens across the region rather than one large central facility. While contents may
differ, shared‐use kitchens typically provide commercial ovens, ranges, mixers, kettles, industrial
food processors, refrigerators, freezers, dry storage, and sinks.
Tactics:
•

•

Form a coalition of local food entrepreneurs to
conceptualize and advocate for the development of a
pilot shared‐use kitchen in the region. The coalition
should work to build awareness, share expertise, and
develop a plan.

Information About Shared‐Use
Commercial Kitchens
Culinaryincubator.com is an interactive
website that contains links to dozens of
shared‐use kitchens across the U.S.

There are several options for organizing and operating a
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shared‐use kitchen. Examine best practices to determine which model is best‐suited for the
region.
•

Offer a variety of training classes at the kitchen(s) as well as a community meeting space.
The kitchens can become not only hubs for producing local food items, but also community‐
centric places where local leaders can assemble to discuss enhancing farm‐based
entrepreneurship and agritourism.

Objective: Engage in catalyst projects that support growth of
the Energy industry.

Energy

Strategy: Create a New Energy Task Force.

Pennyrile Niches
Biomass, coal gasification and ethanol
production

The New Energy Task Force should be charged with identifying
opportunities for growing biomass, coal gasification and ethanol
production in the Pennyrile. Specificallly:

Categories of Economic Development
Recruitment, expansion, community
ventures

•

Explore the potential for expanding the Commonwealth Agri‐
Energy ethanol plant to produce larger quantities and also
retool for non‐corn inputs.

•

Explore the potential for biomass plants (primarily wood) adjoining food manufacturers and
institutional buildings (government, education), which are the lead adopters in the U.S.

•

Support the adoption of higher renewable energy portfolio standards for the state of
Kentucky.

Strategy: Support the development of the Kentucky NewGas project.
The Kentucky NewGas coal gasification project has the potential to define the Pennyrile as a national
hub of coal gasification plants and support businesses. The PADD, the New Energy Task Force, and
local coal companies should take action to secure the project:
•

Promote the approval of permits for the project.

•

Serve as a point of contact for the community on questions relating to the project.

•

Tout the project’s benefits to the community.

•

Market the region to other coal gasification investors and companies.
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The Target Profiles report provides examples of investors who are considering projects of smaller
scale, which could be attracted by the region’s coal companies.

Objective: Engage in catalyst projects that support
growth of the Distribution industry.
Strategy: Inventory available distribution space and identify
incentives available for sale and lease of industrial properties.
Tactics:
•

•

Create an inventory of all commercial and industrial
buildings in the region and include this information on
the PADD’s new marketing website (see Goal 5).
Involve area economic developers and brokers in
developing and updating this inventory.
Package and promote incentives that property owners
can rely upon when selling and leasing buildings.

Strategy: Work with the Eddyville Riverport and Industrial
Development Authority to improve the Port’s
competitiveness.
The Eddyville Riverport is an important regional asset and
selling point for distribution companies and other industries in
the region. Demand for the Riverport is expected to increase
as the Panama Canal’s expansion heightens traffic to southern
and eastern coast ports. In addition, the Purchase region is
making significant investments in its riverports.

Distribution
Pennyrile Niches
Corporate distribution, E‐commerce,
fulfillment centers
Categories of Economic Development
Recruitment, expansion

“Our region built too many industrial
buildings in the heyday, and now there
is more inventory than demand. No
company is going to build a new facility.
Instead we are going to go out and find
a vacant building someplace else.” –
Pennyrile Future Interviewee

Pennyrile Advantage: Rail
The Pennyrile is at an advantage when
it comes to rail connections. CSX, FVRR,
and P&L all serve the region. The threat
of rising fuel costs means that rail and
barge access is increasingly important
to manufacturing and distribution
companies.

The PADD should work with the Eddyville Riverport and Industrial Development Authority to identify
and budget for future improvements such as a rail spur to the property.
Strategy: Start an E‐commerce Committee within the Pennyrile Entrepreneurship Network.
The committee should promote e‐commerce opportunities throughout the region, including
educating businesses – both large and small – of the latest e‐commerce trends and technologies.
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Strategy: Create an e‐commerce co‐op that can provide turnkey solutions to companies
throughout the region.
Today, most companies still believe that e‐commerce and content‐rich websites are still beyond their
reach, either technologically or financially. The availability of free open‐source software such as
Apache Server, MySQL databases, PHP programming language, and content management systems
like WordPress means that websites are much lower cost and easier to configure than ever before.
Organize an E‐commerce Cooperative to:
•

Identify companies that would benefit from a new website or from adding e‐commerce
capabilities to their existing website.

•

Identify a software service provider (preferably from the Pennyrile region) which can create a
“Pennyrile Content Management System” (CMS) that can be configurable to any industry and
for future co‐op members.

•

Pick 3‐5 companies as beta customers to the Pennyrile CMS, who contribute financially to the
project.

•

Design a system with basic modules which will allow members to have their own website, be
able to manage their own content (individual members’ site look 100% separate from each
other to Internet visitors), and configure e‐commerce functionality as needed.

•

By creating these modules, and housing them in a single co‐op (at the PADD), future
development costs will be smaller. In addition, the success of this project will inevitably give
heightened attention to the role e‐commerce must play in the community going forward.

•

Every 6 months, take applications for new co‐op member who seek to benefit from these
shared services. Consider the potential for converting existing economic development,
workforce development, and tourism promotion websites into the new CMS.

Objective: Objective: Engage in catalyst projects that
support growth of the Assembly industry.
Strategy: Start a Pennyrile Small Manufacturers Association.
The Pennyrile Small Manufacturers Association should support the
growth of small businesses located in the region. The Association
should focus on facilitating communication between members,
sharing best practices, connecting members with prospective
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Pennyrile Niches
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components, custom products
Categories of Economic Development
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customers, and refining a talent pipeline between area schools and companies.
Strategy: Advocate for tax policies that make Kentucky more
competitive with its primary neighboring competitor,
Tennessee.
Today, too many people and companies choose Tennessee due to
the lower actual and perceived tax burdens. Often, states that
rely on high sales taxes but low income taxes have a clearer
marketing message to newcomers. Simply put, no one likes to
pay income taxes but taxes that are embedded in the economy
are more palatable.
Work with area Chambers of Commerce and economic
development organizations to establish an ongoing advocacy
effort.

Strategy: Encourage the State to create a larger Closing Fund
that would be used in conjunction with local incentives to help
with mega‐projects.
Competition for these projects is fiercer than ever, and large
incentives mean that the ROI takes longer, which requires strong
state assistance. The state simply hasn’t brought a project to the
western half of the state in many, many years, and the external
image of the state is suffering – which will be much more
expensive to fix in future years. Simply put, state incentives are
“woefully behind”. In addition to cash incentives, the state
should consider investment tax credits, green energy tax credits,
R&D tax credits.
Strategy: Connect local manufacturers with technical
assistance.

Examples of
Small Manufacturers Associations
Smaller Manufacturers Association of
Connecticut: www.sma‐ct.com
American Small Manufacturers
Coalition: www.smallmanufacturers.org

Planning Land Use
for Future Growth
It is time for all communities within a
short driving distance of the facility to
prepare for growth. Smart land use is
important. Every county should have a
Master Plan that determines where to
build future infrastructure, future sites
of new neighborhoods, and how to zone
properties accordingly.
For example, the location of Hemlock’s
manufacturing facility will be less than
30‐minutes from Trigg County. Local
leaders predict a rise in residential
demand because of the county’s
interstate access and overall appeal.
Because of this, the County is currently
kicking off a visioning exercise with
citizens that will guide the creation of a
countywide Master Plan.

Before recruiting new assembly and manufacturing businesses to
the Pennyrile, it is critical that the region support the health of existing companies both large and
small.
•

Connect employers to the resources of the Kentucky Association of Manufacturers (KAM)
and the Extension Partnerships of the Kentucky Manufacturers Assistance Center (KMAC).
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•

Explore the potential of opening a manufacturing extension service office in the Pennyrile
region, either through KMAC or in conjunction with an area community college or university.

•

Connect local assembly and manufacturing companies with lean manufacturing audit and
consulting service providers.

Objective: Embrace tourism as an economic
development target.
Tourism is a strong target for the Pennyrile region. The
blending of tourism and economic development has proven
to generate jobs and prosperity for communities. In
addition, investments in tourism amenities boost quality of
life for local residents. It’s a win‐win.

Tourism
Pennyrile Niches
Destination tourism, event tourism
Categories of Economic Development
Startup, expansion, recruitment,
community ventures

Rural areas, in particular, have seen an increase in visitor
interest over the past decade. More travelers are opting for destinations that are within driving
distance and give them an authentic cultural experience – from exploring local culinary traditions to
outdoor recreation, festivals, and shopping for handmade goods and other treasures.
Strategy: Package the Pennyrile region’s tourism assets into a complete vacation destination.
Tactics:
•

Each community in the Pennyrile has its own unique mix of tourism assets. If they were
combined into a single package and properly marketed, visitors will have a complete
destination that will lead to more overnight stays.

•

“Agritourism plus” should be the theme of the region’s tourism package. The side bar shows
that agriculture, culinary, outdoor recreation, and shopping can fall under a single umbrella.

•

The state of Kentucky’s tourism district boundaries do not align with its economic
development districts. Bring together representatives from the Western Waterlands region
and the Bluegrass, Blues and BBQ region. Discuss tourism’s important status as an economic
development target and identify ways to package and promote the Pennyrile region as an
“agritourism plus” destination.
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•

Create an information package about the initiative
and distribute widely throughout the region. The
package should contain the “agritourism plus”
definition, explain the Pennyrile’s inclusion of tourism
among its top economic development targets, and
share ideas for how individual tourism attractions and
services can align their own marketing within the
region’s larger theme.

What is Agritourism?
What was once the “practice of touring
agricultural areas to see farms and
participate in farm life” now
encompasses a wide range of activities.
Agritourism now overlaps with
geotourism, ecotourism, and culinary
tourism.

Strategy: Invest in an “agritourism plus” web portal for the
Pennyrile region.

The Pennyrile region’s future
“agritourism plus” tourism package of
offerings will include:

The Internet has allowed smaller communities to build
flourishing tourism industries. What was once an expensive
proposition to advertise, print and mail marketing materials, is
now within reach of most budgets. Research shows that a
majority of travelers today use the Internet for trip planning
over any other resources.

9

The website must be professionally designed and represent
the entire Pennyrile region. It needs to convey, first and
foremost, that the Pennyrile region offers a complete package
of amenities that can keep visitors entertained and active for
a day trip, weekend or week. Second, it should clearly identify
the region as a premier U.S. agritourism destination.
The web portal should include the following features: an up‐
to‐date event calendar; searchable database of attractions;
searchable database of hotels, restaurants and other tourist
services; interactive map of the region; custom one day, one
weekend, and one week itineraries based on area of interest (e.g.,
family friendly, outdoor adventure, foodie, thrift and fine craft
shopping). Be sure to offer printer‐friendly versions of search
results and maps.
Tactics:
•

Inventory all tourism assets in the region that fall into the
“agritourism plus” definition on the previous page.
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Food production, vineyards,
breweries, orchards, pasture raised
meats, dairy and cheese
Animal farms
Farmers markets and retail,
vegetable stands, you‐pick‐them,
harvest festivals, craft shows, thrift
markets and stores
Greenhouses and plant nurseries
Overnight stays, camping, farm
vacations, retreat centers
Picnic areas, agricultural museums,
rest areas, hiking trails, lakes
Outdoor sports, fishing, horseback
riding, hunting, off road vehicles
Farm weddings, hayrides, horse
rides, mazes, fishing, sleigh rides

Example Agritourism Websites
•
•
•

Pennsylvania Farm Vacation
(www.farmstay.com)
Vermont Farms Association
(www.vtfarms.org)
Spain’s AgTech Tours
(www.agtechtours.com)
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•

Generate ideas and inspiration by exploring best practice regional tourism websites.

•

Hire a top‐notch national website design firm to create the website, preferably one with
extensive experience in tourism.

Funds to pay for the development of the online portal can come from a variety of sources. Area
tourism businesses may be willing to contribute and/or advertise. State funding may be available
through the regional tourism districts.
Strategy: Invest in tourism infrastructure and support.
As with other economic development targets, the Pennyrile region must
invest in select infrastructure projects that will jump‐start industry
growth, particularly in the niche segments of event and destination
tourism. We recommend the following investments as critical
foundations for growing the region’s tourism capacity:
•

At the heart of the “agritourism plus” initiative are local farms.
We envision a future in which people from neighboring metros
like Nashville make the Pennyrile their weekend destination to
buy fresh produce and foods, purchase plants from area
greenhouses, enjoy farm‐to‐table dining, visit Amish
communities and learn their traditional ways, and stay overnight
on working farms. The first step toward making this vision a
reality is to let farmers know that this is a focus of economic
development, sharing inspiration and examples of how they can
be a part of this movement. Many of these will be
entrepreneurial ventures, so strong start‐up infrastructure and
business support must be in place.

•

Prioritize the development of a lakeside resort on the Mineral
Mound State Property. Revive and strengthen efforts to form a
public / private relationship that results in a lease of the property
from the Corps of Engineers and private development of a resort.
For this to take place, the sale of liquor must be legalized.

•

Expand parking and add a boat ramp in Lake Barkley State Park.
Additional capacity will enable the Park to host larger‐scale fishing
tournaments and other water sports.
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Mineral Mound State Park Golf Course

Farm to Table Dining in Boulder

Trade Days in Canton, Texas
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•

Improve signage, trail heads, and trails in the Gateway to
Pennyrile State Forest and Pennyrile Forest Resort State Park.
The 15,000 acre Forest and 1,000 state park attracts thousands of
guests each year from outside of the state. In addition, continue
to invest in infrastructure that increases river sport activities on
the Tradewater River around Dawson Springs and Riverside Park.

•

Support fundraising efforts to build additional softball and
baseball fields across the region. Current fields are at full
capacity, and youth sports tournaments are a significant tourism
draw.

Let's Paint the Town in Princeton, KY

•

Advocate to the State to change liability regulations on abandoned coal‐properties, such as
the Homestead Mine Area. This land is prime for ATV rallies and other off‐road vehicle
events. However, current state law holds property owners liable for any accidents that occur
on the property. Coal companies, the primary owners of these lands (which are
undevelopable as industrial sites), are not willing to allow usage under current law. Also
explore the use of coal severance funds to build trails. Gilbert, West Virginia offers a good
example of the potential economic impact that ATV trails can have on a small community.

•

Target recruitment and start up of retail establishments that cater to outdoor
recreationalists. Visitors to state and national parkland, for example, have very few options
if they want to purchase camping, fishing, and equestrian goods.

•

Create a Pennyrile Trade Days event. Tourism leaders in Greenville are pursuing a new
concept for attracting visitors to the region, “Scout Western Kentucky.” The initiative will link
together antique, thrift store, and flea markets across the region in a single marketing
campaign that builds on the national trend of urbanites traveling to rural areas to shop for
used household and handmade goods. We recommend taking this initiative one step further
by creating a “Pennyrile Trade Days,” modeled after Canton, Texas’ highly successful Trade
Days events. Canton’s population swells from 5,000 to 200,000 during Trade Day weekends
attracting visitors from across Texas and neighboring states. (www.cantontradedays.com)

•

Utilize the West Kentucky Outlet Mall property located near the intersection of I‐24 and the
Western Kentucky Parkway as a Christmas Market each October through December. Work
on an agreement with the property owner to allow local vendors to sell holiday merchandise,
food, and beverage in empty retail spaces for little to no cost.
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•

Encourage all Pennyrile cities to adopt a “Let’s Paint the Town” initiative. Princeton, Cadiz
and Greenville are examples of this program’s positive impact on downtown revitalization.
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GOAL 4: ENGAGE IN MARKETING ACTIVITIES THAT PROMOTE THE REGION
AS A DESTINATION FOR BUSINESS.

Economic development involves two primary activities: product improvement and marketing. The
strongest economic development campaigns involve the entire community working together to
improve the local “product,” while the economic development organization works to increase
awareness and perception of the community externally. Goals 1‐3 of this Strategy address product
improvement needs. Both general and target‐specific, product improvement strengthens the
region’s business climate, infrastructure, workforce development and quality of life assets. This
fourth and final goal presents recommendations related to promoting the Pennyrile region.
Economic Development Marketing Principles
Before beginning the Strategy, it is important to review the principles that motivate the best
economic development initiatives. The field of economic development is increasingly competitive.
Each year, thousands of communities vie for a handful of projects. Economic development
organizations (EDOs) that succeed share several basic traits: Their initiatives are targeted, well
funded, and sufficiently staffed. They are backed by a supportive, positive community because they
themselves have a strong local brand. Finally, they are guided by up‐to‐date internal and external
marketing strategies.
It is good to keep these in mind as the Pennyrile region takes economic development to the next
level.
Targeted
Effective economic development organizations concentrate marketing efforts on a handful of key
market segments. This involves analyzing local strengths and challenges, and identifying audiences
whose location needs align with the strengths. Community improvements, such as workforce
development or infrastructure investments, are based on target audience needs. Targeting focuses
marketing dollars, helps define a region’s brand identity, and results in a higher return on
investment.
Well‐Funded
In a perfect world, grassroots initiatives and word of mouth promotion would be enough to attract
businesses to a community. But the reality is that it takes money to compete. A look at EDOs across
the country reveals that even the most bare bones marketing campaigns require a minimum of
$100,000 per year to operate (not including staff). Most large regions, such as Charlotte, Charleston,
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and Nashville for example, commit more than $1 million annually to marketing and business
development.
Sufficiently Staffed
The budget figures above are strictly for internal and external marketing activities. They do not
include staff salaries or operational overhead. A basic program requires a minimum of four staff
people, including an executive director, marketing director, researcher / marketing coordinator, and
an administrate support person. Most regional groups include additional staff responsible for
investor relations, target industry campaigns, and workforce development.
Strong Local Support
An economic development organization is most effective when it is backed by a supportive group of
local stakeholders. Building trust and buy‐in to an EDO takes time, communication, and visionary
leadership.
Generating a positive local brand identity requires most EDOs to dedicate staff time and funding to
internal communication and coordination. This includes ongoing interaction with investors, elected
officials, business leaders, the media, and the community at large. The time an organization spends
with the local community pays off. Residents are more likely to speak highly of their community to
friends and colleagues. Media is more likely to pay attention to economic development news.
Elected officials support business friendly policies, and investors continue funding the EDO.
Companies and site selectors can immediately detect whether a community’s leadership works well
together, and prefer to locate in places that do. Signs of local cooperation include shared messaging,
single points of contact, a seamless project flow, coordinated and well‐planned prospect meetings,
and friendly interaction. It is often up to the EDO to build relationships between local players and
provide the vision that unites the community.
Campaign Strategies
Finally, long‐range strategies are at the core of quality marketing campaigns. Marketing strategies
are founded on community and target audience research. They provide a disciplined approach for
executing marketing activities. By marketing, a community increases its name awareness and
improves its perception, ultimately generating increased target audience investment.
It is critical to understand that a complete campaign is comprised of two distinct marketing activities.
The first directs the marketing of the community to external audiences. The second, but of equal
importance, guides the promotion of economic development within the community.
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External marketing includes activities directed at informing target audiences about the
community’s competitive advantages. An external marketing plan describes the campaign’s
objectives and the ideal marketing mix needed to access audiences.



Internal marketing includes activities that build trust and collaboration between the regional
EDO and the community at large. It guides the EDO in establishing its brand, creating wide
spread understanding of its role, and coordinating local stakeholders. It sparks unified
community development initiatives, improving the region’s product for target audiences and
other businesses.

A community’s internal and external audiences differ. External audiences include groups that the
EDO would like to recruit to the community. Industry executives, site selectors, talent, and
entrepreneurs are typical examples of external audiences. Internal audiences, on the other hand,
include individuals that the EDO needs support from locally. Local businesses, county and city EDOs,
elected officials, public sector groups, reporters, non profits, and residents may comprise internal
audiences.

Objective: Support and supplement regional marketing activities.
As discussed in the introduction of this Strategy, regional cooperation is a central tenet of the
Pennyrile’s economic development success. No place is this more true than in the region’s
marketing initiative. We recommend that the PADD office supplement and support marketing
efforts of local organizations.
Strategy: Strengthen internal cooperation.
Strengthen internal cooperation even more than already
exists and prepare resources that will support external
marketing efforts.
Tactics:
•

•

Create a Pennyrile marketing task force that brings
together creative minds from across the region to
advise regional marketing initiatives.

Best Practice Rural
Marketing Best Practices
Orangeburg County Development Commission
www.ocdc.com
The High Ground of Texas
www.highground.org
North Alabama IDA
www.naida.com

Charge the task force with developing a tactical plan for economic development marketing
that builds off of the recommendations of this Strategy. The plan should include specific
marketing recommendations for each target industry that local EDOs can adopt when
tailoring their own campaigns.
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•

Be yourself when branding. The “Pennyrile Region” or “Pennyrile Region, Kentucky” name is
memorable and should be used when on occasions when regional entities are marketing
collaboratively. Stick with “Pennyrile” when naming new initiatives such as the Pennyrile
Angel Network, Pennyrile Entrepreneurs Network, and Pennyrile Agritourism.

•

Share success stories. The outcome of an economic development marketing program starts
with a “can do” spirit at home. Nothing results in that positive outlook more than
inspirational stories of local success. The Pennyrile region has many powerful stories, but
they are not widely known. Goal 2 also provides recommendations related to this topic.
o
o
o
o
o

Write profiles of homegrown entrepreneurship success stories.
Integrate stories into a regional pride campaign that involves local media and the
Pennyrile region’s new economic development website (see next strategy).
Also utilize stories in an entrepreneurship‐focused marketing and PR campaign.
Encourage local residents to share their own motivational stories with the potential
of being featured on the new website.
Let residents know that what they say about the Pennyrile impacts the region’s
external image to a far greater degree than they may realize. Stay positive, we’re all
in this together!

Strategy: Invest in a highly professional PADD website.
PADD’s current website lacks capacity and pizzazz. An
economic development organization’s website is its single
most important marketing tool. It is the first place that
business executives, location consultants, and local
constituents go to find information about the community.
These busy individuals expect websites to be informative and
easy to navigate.
The Headlight data portal developed as part of this project is a
powerful resource for the entire region. Local EDOs and
workforce developers can point prospects to Headlight for a
complete overview of local conditions. Similarly, the PADD
website can be an information resource for all, containing
information about the region’s target industries, links to
Headlight, maps, and an overview of local economic
development initiatives.
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Best Practice
Economic Development Websites
Upstate SC Alliance
www.upstatealliance.com
Bluebonnet Economic Development
www.bluebonnetregion.com
Kansas City EDC
www.edckc.com
Metro Orlando EDC
www.business‐orlando.org
San Diego REDC
www.sandiegobusiness.org
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The beauty of online marketing is that websites level the marketing playing field for smaller
communities. There is no reason why the Pennyrile region cannot have a website that is of the
same caliber of the best large economic development organizations, such as the best practices
listed to the right. Although these examples are diverse in geography and population size, they are
strong because they share the following qualities:
•

A website’s primary purpose is to disseminate information in an intuitive fashion. Great
websites are concise and avoid flowery language, unusual page layouts, and clever
navigation. They make smart use of photos, data, quotes, lists, and other graphics to
reinforce the written message.

•

Effective websites directly address their target audiences. They are upfront, stating what
they do and to whom they provide products and services.

•

Good websites quickly escort visitors to the information they need by keeping architecture
flat and clean.

•

The best websites optimize searchability by integrating keywords into copy and are linked to
from other websites in order to improve their rankings by search engines, among other
techniques. Search engine optimization services are offered by most website developers.

The PADD’s current website needs a complete overhaul. Developing a new website from scratch will
be more cost effective than updating the current website.
Tactics:
•

Engage a top‐notch professional website developer.

•

Copy the architecture, depth of information, and professional design quality of best practice
websites.

•

Create a Pennyrile splash page with a memorable URL such as www.pennyrile.com (which is
currently available for sale). This will be the first page on which web visitors land. It should
direct traffic to all regional websites recommended in this Strategy: PADD’s economic
development marketing website, the Pennyrile tourism website, Pennyrile Entrepreneurs
Network website, and the Headlight data portal.

Strategy: Develop marketing recommendations for each target industry.
Economic development can no longer have a one‐size‐fits‐all approach. The most successful regions
develop distinct, highly focused campaigns for each one of their target industries.
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In Goal 3, we discuss the formation of task forces for each target sector, in which Pennyrile
executives share wisdom with the PADD and become personally involved in priority projects that
support their industries’ growth.
Also in Goal 3, we offer suggestions related to marketing each target sector.
Tactics:
•

The earlier marketing strategy calls for the formation of a regional task force which will
develop marketing recommendations for each target industry.

•

Local EDOs can refer to these recommendations when crafting their own targeted
campaigns.

•

The new PADD website will house all information about the region’s target industries,
including sales messages and the region’s plans for growing and recruiting companies in
those sectors.

•

Depending on the volunteer availability and
commitment, the task force may need to engage a
professional marketing strategist to facilitate the
creation of the tactical plans.

Strategy: Ensure that future marketing activities have been
proven to yield strong results for economic development
organizations.
Economic development marketing requires its own unique
skillset. What works for product marketing and sales is not
guaranteed to produce results. For example, though it may
be effective for other types of businesses, advertising and
direct mail in any form is a waste of money. We are,
however, firm believers that the following must be included in
the Pennyrile’s mix of marketing activities, whether at the
PADD or local economic development level:
•

Public relations. The Pennyrile region would benefit
from the services of a professional publicist or public
relations agency to ensure that a steady stream of
positive news about the region is being shared with
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2011 Public Relations Opportunity
During interviews conducted as part of
this Strategy process, numerous people
touted the success they have had in
marketing to magazine reporters,
particularly for lifestyle, outdoor, and
other travel publications.
Thanks to the hard work and creativity
of the Lake Barkley Tourist Commission,
the Pennyrile region will host the
Association of Outdoor Writers
(AGLOW) conference in April 2011.
Twenty reporters will participate in the
conference. In return for their
participation, they are required to each
publish three articles about the region.
This is a tremendous opportunity to
receive national press coverage and
build positive awareness and perception
of the region. Area leaders should work
together to ensure that guests have a
memorable experience.
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general business, trade, lifestyle, and travel publications.
•

Website. It is worth mentioning again that the Internet is the best economic development
marketing tool. Skip investing in printed collateral materials, advertisements, and direct mail
pieces. Use those funds instead to make sure that the region has a world‐class online
presence.

•

E‐newsletter. Create an electronic newsletter that can be emailed to constituents and target
audiences on a regular basis. Today, there are numerous easy ways to design and distribute
a professional e‐newsletter. Check out services like Constant Contact
(www.constantcontact.com), Mailchimp (www.mailchimp.com), and Vertical Response
(www.verticalresponse.com), which offer a variety of easy templates and charge only a small
monthly fee (less than $50 in most cases)

•

Marketing to visitors. Millions of people travel to the Pennyrile region each year to recreate
at beautiful lakes and parks. Many of these individuals are industry executives, business
influencers, and entrepreneurs. For example, one local hunting guide said that he regularly
entertains Fortune 500 executives on his property. There is a prime opportunity to integrate
an economic development message into visitor information. “If you like visiting the
Pennyrile region, you’ll love doing business here.”

•

Inter‐city visits. As discussed in the introduction of this Strategy, the PADD and local
economic developers should keep up with national and global trends if it is to compete. We
recommend that regional leaders take one to two inter‐city visits each year. Choose to visit
regions that have, for example, a strong concentration of target industry companies, or have
homegrown a successful entrepreneurship infrastructure, or agritourism initiatives. Think
big. It is not uncommon for regions (both large and small) to have more than 50 people
participate in an inner city visit. In additional to being educational and inspiring, inter‐city
visits will also help raise awareness of the Pennyrile.

•

In‐bound events. The true character and beauty of the Pennyrile region is something that
must be seen in person to be appreciated. As with the AGLOW conference that is coming to
the region in April 2011 (see above side bar), plan to aggressively promote the region to
other small‐scale conferences, executive workshops, and individual visits related to the
target audiences.
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METRICS
Performance metrics monitor the implementation progress and outcomes of a strategic plan. Most
metrics should be checked on an annual basis to ensure that the Strategy is on track. While
accomplishing individual strategies and tactics on time is important, the larger metrics presented
here determine whether the region’s economy is advancing and that the region is moving on a
steady path toward its goals.
An economic development strategy should be viewed as a living document. Because of this, we
provide the WKWIB and PADD with the implementation timeline and metrics in Excel format, so that
adjustments can be made as needed. Adapting strategies and tactics in response to changing
economic conditions is encouraged as long as goals and objectives remain in place.
Today, economic development metrics should emphasize wages, the educational attainment of
residents, investment by target industries, entrepreneurship, and the retention of wealth as much if
not more than sheer job creation. The following worksheet provides the metrics recommended for
the Pennyrile region as well as a format for tracking progress.

Performance Metric

Total
2010

Annual
Goal

Total
2015

Total Pennyrile Employment
Total Pennyrile Capital Investment
New Capital Investment from Companies Recruited
New Capital Investment from Existing Industry
Average Regional Wage
Percentage of Population Living Below the Poverty Line
Percentage of Population with a 2‐Year Degree or Higher
Percentage of Population with a 4‐Year Degree or Higher
Total Revenue of Local Professional Services Businesses
Number of New Business Licenses
Percentage of Startups Operating After 3 Years in Business

Metrics are often tied to job evaluations of local and regional economic development professionals.
We recommend meeting with board members and senior managers to explain that job creation can
no longer be the primary measure of an employee’s performance.
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
The Implementation Plan is designed to assist the WKWIB and PADD with carrying out the strategies
and tactics contained in this Strategy. It provides a calendar of activities, budget estimates, and task
assignments.
Before putting the Strategy in motion, the WKWIB and PADD are assigned with several pre‐
implementation steps that will lay the groundwork for success and cooperation:
•

First, members of the WKWIB and PADD boards should commit to supporting the goals and
objectives contained in this Strategy. By adopting the Strategy, both groups will express
their support of its recommendations and agree to refer to it when making decisions related
to policy, staff, activities, and budget. They should agree that workforce development and
economic development decisions over the next five years will link back to the Strategy.

•

With an umbrella of support at the regional level, the WKWIB and PADD should next share
this Strategy with county government officials, town leaders, economic developers, and
education and training institutions within each of the nine counties. All counties have a role
to play in implementation. Specifically:

•

o

Each county should identify one or more niche targets to foster within its own
programming. Within the first six months of implementation, the WKWIB and PADD
should share the Strategy and Target Profiles reports with these local agencies. Ask
them to identify which target sectors they will adopt. Keep in mind that all five
target sectors have development potential within Pennyrile counties. The degree of
emphasis and niche segments may vary.

o

Each county should also review the Strategy and identify which recommendations
they will assist with implementing. Some recommendations are already county‐
specific, while others may be more generally applied within every community in the
Pennyrile.

Based on direction from their managers, WKWIB and PADD staff members should be
responsible for implementing tactics contained within the Strategy. Managers may ask staff
to develop an individual work plan for their assigned tactics. Steps taken to put
recommendations into action will happen on a daily basis and require accountability.
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Implementation Tables
Goal 1: Advance the region's talent pipeline.
Strategy

Responsibility:
Primary Support

Timing
Begin
End

Low

Budget
High

Objective: Expand educational offerings at all levels.
Strategy: Formalize collaboration among regional education providers.
Tactic: Align target sectors among all education and training institutions.
Tactic: Create sector‐based learning teams.

CCs
WKWIB

PADD
CCs

Q2‐2011
Q4‐2011

Q4‐2011
Q2‐2012

$
$

Strategy: Expand 4‐year degree options.
Tactic: Increase instruction in target sector skills at MSU campuses.
Tactic: Evolve the MSU Hopkinsville Campus into a multi‐institutional facility.

MSU
MSU

WKWIB
WKWIB

Q2‐2012
Q2‐2012

Q1‐2015
Q1‐2015

TBD
TBD

Strategy: Align training around the needs of the region’s target industries.

WKWIB

CCs

Ongoing

Ongoing

$

Sector Teams Sector Partners Q2‐2011

Q4‐2011

WKWIB
WKWIB
WKWIB
WKWIB
WKWIB
WKWIB

Q4‐2012
Ongoing
Q3‐2012
Q4‐2012
Q3‐2012
Ongoing

‐
‐

$
$

‐
‐

TBD
TBD
‐

$

‐

Objective: Improve career information flow and access to information.
Strategy: Inform residents about career opportunities within target industries.
Tactic: Document careers and jobs in the target sectors.
Tactic: Align career awareness, workforce development services, learning opportunities, job
readiness indicators, and labor exchange around common information set.
Tactic: Raise the capability of career counselors and advisors.
Tactic: Create a regional career portal.
Tactic: Market the career portal.
Tactic: Launch a PR campaign that shares information about target industry careers.
Tactic: Share target sector information throughout the region.
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CCs
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Q3‐2011
Q3‐2011
Q1‐2012
Q3‐2012
Q1‐2012
Q1‐2012

$20,000

$35,000

See below See below
TBD
TBD
$20,000
$50,000
$5,000
$15,000
$5,000
$15,000
$ 1,500.00 $ 5,000.00

Goal 1: Advance the region's talent pipeline.
Strategy
Objective: Improve educational and workforce readiness.

Responsibility:
Primary Support

Timing
Begin
End

Low

Budget
High

Strategy: Adopt Work Keys / Career Readiness Certification.
Tactic: Negotiate a cost sharing agreement with Workforce Essentials
Tactic: Create an employer outreach strategy that emphasizes the value of WorkKeys.
Tactic: Measure both employer engagement and applicant success.

WKWIB
WKWIB
WKWIB

WF Essentials

Q3‐2011
Q3‐2011
Q4‐2012

Q4‐2011
Q1‐2012
Ongoing

$
‐
$
‐
$ 1,000.00 $ 5,000.00
$
$
‐
‐

Strategy: Raise the Capacity of Career and Education Advisors in the region.
Tactic: Create a regional Career and Education Advisor training and certification system.

WKWIB

CCs

Q1‐2012

Q1‐2013

TBD

WKWIB
WKWIB
WKWIB

Q3‐2011
Q1‐2012
Q4‐2012

Q1‐2012
Ongoing
Ongoing

$ 5,000.00 $ 15,000.00
$
‐
$
‐
$
‐
$
‐

Strategy: Leverage employers in crafting skills development programs.
Tactic: Create a competitive process for allocating employer‐based workforce funding.

WKWIB

Q2‐2014

Ongoing

$

‐

$

‐

Strategy: Leverage Federal and State funding to achieve sector objectives.
Tactic: Increase applications to and attainment of DOL discretionary funding.
Tactic: Access waivers to address mismatch with some performance metrics related to DOL.
Tactic: Increase funding applications to WIN and BSSC State Workforce Programs.

CCs
WKWIB
WKWIB

Q2‐2011
Ongoing
$
As needed As needed $
Q2‐2011
Ongoing
$

‐
‐
‐

$
$
$

‐
‐
‐

TBD

Objective: Sequence and link career opportunities.
Strategy: Build Career Lattices and Program Models to connect jobs with careers.
Tactic: Map Career Transitions, Implement Career Advancement Models.
Tactic: Engage staffing firms.
Tactic: Highlight encore careers.

Objective: Further develop workforce development resources.

WIB

Note: "$ ‐" indicates that there may not be a direct cost associated with the tactic, but staff time will be needed.
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Goal 2: Build the Pennyrile region’s entrepreneurship infrastructure.
Strategy

Responsibility:
Primary Support

Timing
Begin
End

Budget
Low
High

Objective: Define the region’s entrepreneurship leadership.
Strategy: Create new organizing elements for entrepreneurship.
Tactic: Establish a Pennyrile Entrepreneurs Network (PEN).
Tactic: Create new events and education opportunities for entrepreneurs.
Tactic: Research other best practice entrepreneur organizations.

PADD
PEN
PEN

Q3‐2011
Q2‐2012
Q3‐2011

Q1‐2012
Ongoing
Q4‐2011

$
$
$

1,000 $
1,000 $
‐
$

5,000
3,000
‐

CCs

PEN, PADD Q3‐2011

Q2‐2013

TBD

TBD

MSU
PEN
PEN
PEN

PEN, PADD Q2‐2012
Q4‐2011
Q1‐2012
Q1‐2013

Q4‐2012
Q4‐2012
Q2‐2012
Ongoing

$
‐
$ 3,500
$
‐
TBD

$ 5,000
$ 7,500
$
‐
TBD

Q2‐2013

Ongoing

TBD

TBD

Objective: Raise awareness of entrepreneurship as a career option for students and adults.
Strategy: Create Entrepreneurial Centers at the region’s community colleges.
Strategy: Redefine the way the region talks about entrepreneurship.
Tactic: Work with MSU's ICC to create a PR campaign for entrepreneurship.
Tactic: Identify and promote entrepreneurial success stories.
Tactic: Identify supply chain gaps that could be filled by local start‐ups.
Tactic: Remind residents and businesses of the benefits of buying local.

Objective: Create a strong foundation of entrepreneurial support infrastructure.
Strategy: Build entrepreneurial skill sets.
Tactic: Develop and provide sector‐specific entrepreneurship instruction
Strategy: Boost financial resources available to startup companies and small businesses.
Tactic: Help local banks become better equipped for small business and startup lending.
Tactic: Support ICC’s initiative to establish a capital fund for the region.
Tactic: Establish a Pennyrile Angel Network.

CCs
PEN
PADD
PADD

PADD

Q3‐2012 Ongoing
$
As needed As needed $
Q2‐2013 Q1‐2014
TBD

PEN

Note: "$ ‐" indicates that there may not be a direct cost associated with the tactic, but staff time will be needed.
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‐
‐

$
$
TBD

‐
‐

Goal 3: Promote growth of the Pennyrile region's target industries.
Strategy

Responsibility:
Primary Support

Timing
Begin

End

Budget
Low

High

Organization.
Create Task Forces for each target sector*
Assign staff to manage each target sector
Determine the feasibility of hiring target sector managers

PADD
PADD
PADD

TF

Q3‐2011
Q3‐2011
Q1‐2012

Q4‐2011
Q4‐2011
Q1‐2012

$ 2,500 $ 5,000
$ ‐
$ ‐

Q3‐2011
Q1‐2012
Q3‐2012
Q1‐2013
Q1‐2012
Q1‐2012

Q4‐2011
Q3‐2012
Q4‐2012
Q1‐2014
Q3‐2012
Q4‐2012

See above
$ ‐
$ 2,000
$ ‐
$ 2,000
TBD
TBD
$ ‐
$ 2,000
$ ‐
$ 2,000

Objective: Catalyst projects that support growth of the Agriculture industry.
Strategy: Create a Regional Agriculture Task Force. *
Tactic: Evaluate the feasibility of using cost lands for dairy and crop production.
Tactic: Explore the availability of funding for new agriculture projects.
Tactic: Develop technical assistance programs
Tactic: Evaluate the feasibility of aquaculture or dairy next to the CAE plant.
Tactic: Evaluate the feasibility of attracting organic dairies to the Pennyrile region.

PADD
Ag TF
Ag TF
Ag TF
Ag TF
Ag TF

Strategy: Expand the mission of the Breathitt Veterinary Center.

BVC

Ag TF

Q1‐2013

Q4‐2015

TBD

TBD

Strategy: Create a shared‐use kitchen(s).
Tactic: Form a coalition of local food entrepreneurs to conceptualize the project.
Tactic: Examine best practices to identify the best business model.
Tactic: Offer training classes as well as a community meeting space.

Ag TF, PEN PADD
Ag TF, PEN PADD
Kitchen

Q1‐2014
Q2‐2014
Q4‐2015

Q3‐2014
Q1‐2015
Ongoing

$ ‐
$ ‐
TBD

$ ‐
$ 2,000
TBD

Strategy: Identify food manufacturers that can expand in the Pennyrile region.

Ag TF

Q3‐2011

Ongoing

$

$ 1,000

Q3‐2011
Q1‐2012
Q3‐2012
Q3‐2011
Q3‐2011

Q4‐2011
Q3‐2012
Q1‐2013
As needed
Ongoing

$
$
$
$

WKWIB
CAE

PADD

‐

Objective: Catalyst projects that support growth of the Energy industry.
Strategy: Create a New Energy Task Force. *
Strategy: Explore the potential to expand the Commonwealth Agri‐Energy facility.
Strategy: Evaluate the feasibility of biomass plants adjoining local mfging plants.
Strategy: Support the adoption of higher renewable energy portfolio standards.
Strategy: Support the development of the Peabody coal gasification project.
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PADD
NE TF
NE TF
PADD
NE TF

CAE
State
Peabody
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See above
‐
$ 2,000
‐
$ 2,000
‐
$ ‐
‐
$ 2,000

Goal 3: Promote growth of the Pennyrile region's target industries.
Strategy
Objective: Catalyst projects that support growth of the Distribution industry.

Responsibility:
Primary Support

Strategy: Inventory available distribution space and incentives for industrial properties.
Tactic: Include this information on the PADD’s new marketing website (see Goal 4).
Tactic: Package incentives that property owners can use when selling and leasing.

PADD

EDOs/RE

PADD

Strategy: Work with the Eddyville Riverport to improve competitiveness.

PADD

Strategy: Start an E‐commerce Committee within PEN.
Strategy: Create an e‐commerce co‐op.

Timing
Begin

End

Budget
Low
‐
‐
‐

High

EDOs

Q3‐2011
Q3‐2011
Q4‐2011

Q2‐2012
Q2‐2012
Q2‐2012

$
$
$

$
$
$

‐
‐
‐

ERP

Q3‐2011

Ongoing

TBD

PEN

Q2‐2014

Q3‐2014

$

PEN

Q2‐2015

Q4‐2015

$ 2,000 $ 5,000

Strategy: Start a Pennyrile Small Manufacturers Association.

PADD

Q1‐2012

Q3‐2012

$ 1,000 $ 5,000

Strategy: Lobby for tax policies that make Kentucky more competitive.

PADD

PSMA

Q3‐2011

Ongoing

$ 2,500 $ 10,000

Strategy: Encourage the State to create a larger Closing Fund.

PADD

PSMA

Q3‐2011

Ongoing

lobbyist fees

Strategy: Connect local manufacturers with technical assistance.

PSMA

PADD

Q4‐2012

Ongoing

TBD
‐

$

‐

Objective: Catalyst projects that support growth of the Assembly industry.
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$

‐

$

‐

Goal 3: Promote growth of the Pennyrile region's target industries.
Strategy
Objective: Embrace tourism as an economic development target.

Responsibility:
Primary Support

Strategy: Package regional tourism assets into a complete destination.
Tactic: Distribute a request for "Agriculture Plus" assets to CVBS and towns.
Tactic: CVBs and towns provide a list / description of assets that will be marketed.

PADD
PADD
CVBs

CVBs

Strategy: Invest in an “agritourism plus” web portal for the Pennyrile region.
Tactic: Inventory all tourism assets in the region that fall into the “agritourism plus."
Tactic: Explore other best practice regional tourism websites.
Tactic: Hire a top‐notch website design firm to create the tourism website.

PADD
PADD
PADD

Strategy: Invest in tourism infrastructure and support.
Tactic: Inform farmers of the "agritourism plus" marketing initiative.
Tactic: Develop a resort on the Mineral Mound State Property.
Tactic: Public / private partnership aimed at securing a lease from Corps of Engineers .
Tactic: Expand parking and add a boat ramp in Lake Barkley State Park.
Tactic: Improve signage and trails at Gateway to Pennyrile State Forest.
Tactic: Build additional softball and baseball fields across the region.
Tactic: Lobby the State to change liability regulations on abandoned coal land.
Tactic: Target recruitment and start up of outdoor goods retail.
Tactic: Create a Pennyrile Trade Days event.
Tactic: Create a Christmas Market at the West Kentucky Outlet Mall.
Tactic: All Pennyrile cities adopt a “Let’s Paint the Town” initiative.

PADD
PADD
Counties
State
State
Counties
PADD
Counties
PADD
LB Tourism
Counties

Budget
Low
High

Q1‐2012
Q2‐2012

Q2‐2012
Q3‐2012

$
$

CVBs
CVBs
CVBs

Q3‐2012
Q4‐2012
Q2‐2013

Q4‐2012
Q1‐2013
Q4‐2013

$ ‐
$ ‐
$ ‐
$ ‐
$ 15,000 $ 35,000

CVBs
Counties
PADD
LB Tourism
County

Q2‐2012
Q1‐2012
Q1‐2012
Q3‐2011
Q3‐2011
As needed
Q3‐2011
Q3‐2011
Q1‐2014
Q1‐2014
Q1‐2012

Q3‐2012
Q4‐2015
Q2‐2012
Q1‐2014
Ongoing
As needed
Ongoing
Ongoing
Q4‐2015
Q4‐2014
Ongoing

$ ‐
$ 2,000
TBD
TBD
$ ‐
$ 2,000
TBD
TBD
$ 5,000 $ 15,000
TBD
TBD
lobbyist fees
$ ‐
$ ‐
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

Counties
CVBs

Note: "$ ‐" indicates that there may not be a direct cost associated with the tactic, but staff time will be needed.
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Timing
Begin
End
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‐
‐

$
$

‐
‐

Goal 4: Engage in a marketing activities that promote the region as a destination for business.
Strategy

Responsibility:
Primary
Support

Timing
Begin
End

Budget
Low
High

Objective: Support and Strengthen Regional Marketing Activities.
Strategy: Strengthen internal cooperation.
Tactic: Create a marketing task force.
Tactic: Develop a tactical plan for economic development marketing
Tactic: Profile homegrown entrepreneurship success stories.
Tactic: Integrate stories into a regional pride campaign.

PADD
M TF
PEN
PADD

Strategy: Invest in a highly professional marketing website.
Tactic: Engage a top‐notch website developer.
Tactic: Create a Pennyrile splash page with a memorable URL.

PADD
PADD

WKWIB

Q3‐2011 Q2‐2012
Q2‐2012 Q3‐2012

$ 20,000 $ 45,000
$ 5,000 $ 7,500

Strategy: Create a campaign plan for each target industry.

M TF

PADD, EDOs

Q4‐2011 Q3‐2012

$

Strategy: Ensure that future marketing tactics have been proven to yield strong results.
Tactic: Hire a professional publicist or public relations agency. (Cost per year.)
Tactic: Create an electronic newsletter.
Tactic: Integrate an economic development message into visitor information.
Tactic: Take one to two inter‐city visits each year.
Tactic: Promote as a destination for small‐scale conferences and retreats.

PADD
PADD
CVBs
PADD
CVBs

M TF, EDOs
M TF, EDOs

Q3‐2014
Q3‐2012
Q2‐2013
Q1‐2013
Q1‐2012

$ 30,000
$ 1,000
TBD
$ 5,000
TBD

EDOs
PADD, EDOs

Q3‐2011
Q1‐2012
Q4‐2011
Q4‐2012

PEN

Q1‐2012
Q3‐2012
Q4‐2012
Ongoing

$
$
$
$

1,000
‐
3,500
5,000

$ 2,000
$ 30,000
$ 7,500
TBD

Objective: Engage in a targeted external marketing campaign.
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Counties, Towns
PADD
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Ongoing
Ongoing
Q4‐2013
2x/yr.
Ongoing

‐

$10,000 each
$ 60,000
$ 3,000
TBD
$ 10,000
TBD

